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SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY TESTS ON THE FOUR-CORE MAGNETIC-=MEMORY ARRAY

To: 6345 Engineers

From: W. N. Papian

Date: Jane 18, 1951

Abstract: Successful operation of a four-core magneticomemory array
indicates the soundness of a multi-coordinate storage and selec-
tion scheme. The ability of one core to retain information in
the face of an unlimited amount of disturbing activity was teted,
and current-variation margins determined.

Brief Description

A four-core magnetic-memory array was built to demonstrate the
principle of mlti-coordinate storage and selection. It consists of four
cores arranged in a square, with cores selected by the choice of x and y
coordinates. The windings which determine whether a binary ONE or ZERO
ie written in the selected core are, like the sensing windings, connected
together in the four=core plane and act, to some extent, like a z coordinate
of a three-coordinate array.

The surrounding equipment consists of some more-or-less standard
test equipment, two specially built panels containing the x and y flip-flops
and the gating and driving circuitry associated with the coordinate axes,
and some miscellaneous panels adapted for this oroblem. Figure 1 isa
photograph of the cores and part of the rest of the equipment.

Two basic modes of operation have been tried. The first, in
which an information pattern was cycled indefinitely around the four cores,
was successfully run but has been abandoned in favor of the present mode.

The operating mode now in use resembles an elementary spot-interaction test
as used by the storage-tube group. It consists of writing a binary digit in
a given core, then operating around the other cores for a large number of
cycles in a manner intended to "disturb" (tending to destroy) that informa-
tion, finally returning to read the contents of the given core. This mode

has also been run successfully.
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Logical Design
In the logical layout of the equivment as used in the firet

basic mode of operation, a given information pattern was cycled around
the four cores. It was possible for the oscilloscope to "look at" the
sensing output from the array (or any portion of the array) (1) each
time a. selected piece of information was being handled, or (2?) each time
a selected core handled information. The piece of information in (1),
or the core in (2), could be selected by push button while any pattern
of information was cycling around the array.

The limited value of a test which renews the information in
@ core after only two or three disturbances (caused by activity elsewhere
in the array) made it desirable to drop this firat basic operating mode
(information cycling) and subject the cores, instead, to a spot-interac-
tion tyne of test which assessed their ability to retain information in
the face of an unlimited amount of disturbance.

Refer to Figure 2 (by R. P. Mayer) for the present echeme of
operation. With the switch positions as shown, the setup is ready to
test the ability of core 00 to hold a ONE. The multivibrator frequency
divider is allowed to run free and becomes a source of synchronous high-
and low-frequency pulses. After corrective short time delays, the pulses
are fed into the system. The low-frequency pulse first goes to gate and
delay unit 3a and thence to trigger the oscilloscope. It then passes'
through coder 1 to preset flip-flopsl, 2, 3, 5, and 6 to ZERO, ZERO, ZERO,
ONE, and ZERO respectively. The first of the block of high-frequency
pulses emanating from the pulse-block former passes through switch 2 and
gate 2 and sets FF to a ZERO. One read-write cycle is performed on core
OO from control (gate 8 is on), after which FF3 is set to 4
ONE (turning off gate 8), to remain that way until the major cycle is over
and another low-frequency pulse comes along. The skip circuit sees to it
that core 00 is not selected again for the rest of the major cycle, and
gate & prevents any writing activity for the same period. The opening of
switch 7 momentarily during operation ensures that a ONE is written into
core 00. This core may be selected either once for every low-frequency
pulse (once each major cycle - binary counter set to 20), every 2 or 4 major
cycles (binary counter set to ol or 2°), or once each time a button on the
push batton synchronizer is pushed (switch 1 open).

The ability of core 00 to hold a ZERO is tested by reversing
switches 2 and 3 and momentarily closing switch 6 during operation. The
selected test core may be cther than 00, as determined by the settings of
switches 4 and 5.
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fhe Cores

The cores now in this array are designated as MTS 6464 by the
supplier, the Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp. They consist of 10 turns of
Silectron tape 1 mil thick and 1/8 inch wide; the resultant rings have a
mean length of 4.24 om, a cross-sectional area about 0.01 sq cm, and an

Plastic containers, and wound with five 25-turn windings and one 10-turn
winding of #30 magnet wire.

inside diameter of 1/2 inch. They are encased in slightly oversized

The material Silectron is a standard electrical sheet steel
with a special anneal designed to produce the BH characteristic of
Figure 3. The successful metallic core used in the experimental work on
individual cores (see Report R-192) was made of the same material.

Circuitry
The 25=turn magnetizing windings on the two cores comprising

one selecting coordinate are connected in series with a 100-ohm resistor
as the plate load of one section of a GAS7. 'The resistor makes it pos
sible to "look at" the current flowing through the windings. A
rheostat in the cathode circuit of the 6AS7 section is used to vary that
current. The GAS7 section is driven by one section of a 2C51 which in-
verts the waveform coming from the GAS6 gate tube. Figure 4 shows one
channel of the nine in use. The 6AS7 section pute from about 40 ma te
just under amp. through the core windings, depending on the cathode
rheostat setting. The rise time of the current waveform is well under
1/2 microsecond; it may be lengthened by shorting the choke in the plate
load of the 2C51 and adding some capacitance.

The fifth 25-tarn winding on each core is the sensing winding;
the four of them are connected in series-aiding to deliver the output from
the array. The 10-turn windings are connected with alternating polaritios
for a special test.

Results and Conclusions

In general, operation was stable and with good margins.

The adjustment for optimum operation was decided in an arbitrary
manner as the compromise between signal ratios and response times that
seemed most promising. Figure 5 summarizes these results. It shows the
effect of disturbing activity (interaction) on information retention. Dis-
turbed-signal ratios, for different amounts of disturbance, may also be de-
rived from these scope traces.
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Voat of the deterioration of information occurs in the
first few cycles of dieturbing activity; as mich reduction in the
output of a ONE occurs during the first 50 cycles as during the fol-
lowing 350 cycles (compare a, b, and c of Figure 5); almost all of
the increase in the output of a ZERO occurs in the first 50 cycles
(a, , and f). When the setup was operated by push mutton, there was
no significant deterioration beyond 400 cycles of disturbing activity.

The disturbed-si ratio, as taken on an area basis from
Pigure 5, is about 7; taken on an amlitude basis at 6 or 7 microe
seconds after the start of the pulses, it is mch higher and becomes
difficult to determine becanse the ZERO output has dropped by then to
too low a value to measure.

Figure 6 indicates the results of using alternating-polarity
sensing coils for the reduction of non-selecting noise. This noise is
just the output from those cores which are in the same row or co)um
as the selected core, and, consequently, receive half-value narnetizing-
force pulses. 'hen the windings are connected in series (aiding) the
non~selecting pulses all add to the output from the selected core, the
most serious effect being to increase the sise of the ZERO output. The
difference in amplitude of the ZERO output pulses (indicated by 1

arrows) is a measure of the effectiveness of alternating the polarities
of sensing windings. The difference would be much larger in a large
array

One form of marginal check on the stability of operation of
the array was mada. It consisted of lowering and raising the amplitudes
of the currents through the selecting windings, and observing signal
ratios. It was found that all coordinate currents could be raised above

an arbitrary optimm setting by 20% before signal ratios became mar-

at which point operation became unstable in the surrounding equipment
and response times became about 35 microseconds. It was possible to
hold the coordinate currents to within + 5% of each other during these

the optimm setting,ginal, and by 25% before the information tterns hesame comletely un-
atable. Currents could be lowered to

tests.
The main reenlt of the preliminary tests on the four-core

array is verification that the scheme of ti-coordinate storage and

selection with magnetic cores is fundarentally sound. The unit is not

as basic a tool as the single-core (coinctdent-current) tester, but it
makes a fair demonstrator for the scheme. Design, development, and

operation of a significantly larger array (at least 64 cores) is needed
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thousands of cores. Such work should be done on a design level aimedat Whirlwind standards in order to assure that pertinent problems

in order to assess the ultimate practicability of errays containing

will be uncovered and solved.
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RATIONAL SRLECTION OF VACUUM TUBE TYPES FOR COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Electronics Group

H. B. Frost

July 6, 1951

A primary object of computer design is reliability. To
obtain reliability, the proper kind of vacuum tubes mst
be used. To this end, a factor of merit, which relates
plate current steps to grid voltage steps, has been
developed to aid in selecting tube types. Oxide cathode
current limitation mst be considered when designing cir=
cuits and selecting tube types. Grid current, which may
be caused by emission, gas, or leakage is also important
in determining designs, Other factors to be considered
are envelope temperature, type of circuit, general
ruggedness, and life test experience. Because of the
great difficulty in determining the best tube types for
computer use, standardization is imperative.
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1,0 General Design Criteria and Introduction

For computer applications, the criteria for good system
design may be stated very simply. Completed circuitry should
be as reliable as pessible consistent with a reasonable power
consumption. In general, this criteria implies that the design
be relatively simple, without excess numbers of tubes and com
ponents, Soreover, conservative operation of the vacuum tubes
and components also follows, as does the requirement that the
circuits be operable with a wide variety of tubes of the types
for which the circuits are designed, The foundations for these
considerations lie in the slow variation of the characteristics
ef vacuum tubeg and components when properly operated, If the
permissible variations are ggeat and the rates of variation slow,
a long period of trouble-free operation may be expected. Other
things being equal, simple designs are preferred over complex
designs because of the amaller number of random absolute failures
of any given kind of component. Such failures may be reduced,
but not cumpletely eliminated. Increased complexity brings an
increased number of components, which probably will bring an
increase in these random failures, Thus, the ideal desig is
simple, allows wide variations in components, and operates the
components at conservative ratings.

er

Selection of vacuum tube types for computer use depends on
two general characteristics of the vacuum tubes to be used;
these are the ability of a new tube to do the job required and
the length of time a given tube will last. While these character=
istics are considerably aifected by the skill of the circuit
designer, they are even more affected by the vacuum tubes used.
One important characteristic of new tubes is the relative amount
of plate current which can be switched by a given grid palse, As
this characteristic is not ordinarily tabulated in characteristic
sheets, a table has been prepared. Good design dictates that
a vacuum tube not be overloaded; cathode life may be seriously
shortened if overloading is practiced. In miniature and sub-
miniature tubes which normally have a rather hot bulb under rated
conditions, overloading can be particularily serious,

Consideration of grid return impedance in circuit design
requires knowledge of the tube to be used. Every tube has a
critical value of grid return impedance; if this impedance is
exceeded, instability results. In puls2 amplifiers where low

frequency response mst be very good to prevent tilt of gate
tops, consideration of grid circuit impedance may be very impor-
tant in the dircuit design.
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It might be thought that operation in a stationary computer
would not require particularily strong tubes; however, this is
not so, Tubes mst be handled without damage, and shorts mst he

absolutely prevented. Thus, rather stringent requirements are
placed on close-spaced, high-performance, computer tubes. For
computer tubes similar to the 6SN7 and other low~performance
types, requirements may be relaxed somewhat, thanks to the in-
creased specings.

2.0 A Factor of Merit for Tubes in Switching Applications

2.1 Factors of Merit in General

The use of factors of merit for the selection of vacuum
tubes for use in certain circuits is very well known, The j
of a triode for audio amplifier use is very well known as a
factor of merit, as is the of a pentode for the same

application, Somewhat more subtle is the gain-bandwidth

which determines the ultimate gain obtainable in a pen-
tode amplifier at audio and sub-audio frequencies. None of
these are of great use when selecting vacuum tube types for
current-switching applications, where one desires to control
the maximum amount of current with a minimum grid swing.

Another ratio which may be used as aproduct ommonly used to describe wide-band amplifier tu 8.
factor of merit is

2.2 The Step-current Factor of Merit

A factor of merit ordinarily permits the comparison of
the most important parameters for any given application, thus
the first thing to be established is the exact ratio of para-
meters to be calculated. In computer circuits of the type used
in Whirlwind, the tube capacities are frequently not the
governing capacitive elements in the circuit. At any rate,
the circuit strays mst always be considered when calculating
total capacity. Tims, in establishing this factor of merit,
the tube capacities will not be considered. Given the amount

of plate current which can be obtained when the grid is driven
a fixed amount above cut-off, voltages can then be calculated
using known tube capacities and capacities peculiar to the
circuit.

To a reasonable approximation, the plate current of a
triode may be described by

1) (By #(1 3/2

on the grid.
the grid one m-~factor and Ees voltagewhere I, is the plate current: G, the perveance; the

plate voltage; y,
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If one calculates from (1) the current available when
a given pulse SE is applied to the control grid with the
tube in a nominally cut-off condition

(1 n)3/2
The product 3/2 49 defined as the step-current

factor ofmerit and is tabulated for various tube types in
Tables 1 and 2, These tables also show yp, and tube

p

(aE)?/?2) Gy3/2

1
capacities for ready reference when needed, Triodes are
listed in Table 4; pentode and tetrode types are included
in Table 2, For pentodes and tetrodes, the p-factor isthat of grid 1 to grid 2, and the influence of the plate
voltage on plate current is assumed negligible, While this
approximation is by no means satisfied completely, the errors
introduced are not so preat as to invalidate the factor of
merit calculations.

Differentiating with respect to E and back-substituting
2 3/2

to eliminate the parenthesis 3

3)
(> OED3

Similarly,
G G

1/3
4)

The use of (3) allows easy evaluation of >

(un # 1) 3/2

as the partial derivative 7Bon can be determined readily

either directly or graphically from characteristics. For
pentodes and tetrodes, Eo2 should be substituted for E,.

OEb

The limitations on this factor of merit are the same as
those on equation (1). In the first place, there is always a
contact potential which enters (1) inside the parenthesis.
Initial emission velocity is also important. The effect of
this contact potential and other imperfections in (1) make
the grid appear to be about 0.5 to 1 volt more positive than
the actual potential. This effect does not change the factor
of merit in any way, but mst be considered when calculating
plate currents.
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A second and more serious effect is the change inp as
the space current varies, As the space current of a vacuum
tube is reduced by increasing. the grid bias, the plate and
screen voltage remaining fixed, the of the tube is also
reduced, although at a mch slower rate than the space current.
This effect is especially pronounced in vacuum tubes with
Spacings of 10 mil or less between grid and cathode, and itis these tubes which are of the greatest interest to anyone
interested in a maximm increment of plate current with a
given grid swing. This change in» is caused by a variation
in the location of potential minimm (virtual cathode)
between the grid and the cathode, For low currents, the
minimim moves nearer the erid plane.

A basic limitation imposed by thermodynamic considerations
exists on the ratio of Gm/I,. For vacuum tubes operating with
cathode temperatures near 1000° K (oxide cathodes), this limit
is about 11,000 umhos/ma. However, (4) which was derived
from (1) imphies

3
5) = 2. 62/3 Ty3

Equation (5) predicts that the ratio G,/I,, will be infinitely
high at zero plate current, and that the slope with respect
to reciprocal plate current will be 2/3 on a log-log plot.
While this ratio increases in all tubes as I, is reduced (in
the normal range of the slope is not 2/3, but somewhat
less. The limit of 11,000 pmhos/ma is not approached very
closely; the best values are about 1/3 this limit, and
many types of tubes do not approach within 1/10 of the limit.
Therefore, the cutoff is somewhat more remote than predicted
by equation (1), and currents predicted :for the application
of a specified pulse to grid one while the tube is cut-off
will be greater than the currents actually observed. "Cut-off"
as used above means that bias at which the plate current has
just stopped flowing for all practical purposes, recognizing
the fact that this point is very mch dependent upon the kind
of measuring instruments used to indicate the plate current.

In addition practical limitations are imposed by the
inevitable variations of actual vacuum tube geometry from
the designed feometry. Such inperfections as bent crid
turns, bowed cathodes, and non-uniform spacing all place
limits upon how closely a given vacuum tube will conform to
the ideal charactcristics for its type. :
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3.0 General Limitations on Oxide-coated Cathodes

In order to obtain the high performance which is required in
vacuum tubes for an electronic computer of the WI type, uni-potential oxide-coated cathodes are necessary, To apply these
tubes intelligently, some understanding of cathode limitations isdesirable,

One of the more important limitations on oxide-coated cathodesis the limit on d-c drain. Ordinarily 50 to 100 ma/cm is the
maximum allowable continuous cur density. (The cathode area
of a 7AD7 is approximately one ) As diode life tests have
been run for many thousand hours at current densities of 500 na/em?,it is reasonable to believe that this limitation is not inherent
in the oxide=-coated cathode, but that it is the result of con=
tamination of tubes with films on various electrodes and residual
gases. As a consequence of the construction and processing methods
used, it is very nearly impossible to obtain excellent vacua in
receiving tubes; the nickel and copper parts which are always
present will not stand rigoros outgassing procedures.

However, if average currents are kept down, the current
density during 0.1 microsecond pulses may be very much higher than
the permitted d-c currents. No difficulty has been experienced in
7AD7 buffer amplifiers which may have pulse current loadings of

use at permitted screen and plate voltages; where these currents
can be obtained and used within rated voltages, there appears to
be no reason to expect that 0.1 microsecond pulses at low duty
factors will damage a cathode.

0.5 amp or a little more in some circui In many tube types
cathode current densities of 0.5 amp/c can not be put to go

7

While oxide-coated cathodes are subject to many ills, only
two have been recognized as causing trouble in receiving tubes
used by this project. Perhaps the most serious type of trouble
is the formation of a cathode interface resistance, This
resistance forms in tubes using cat*odes with "active" nickel
cathode-base material, which contains more than 0.05% silicon.
Formation is an aging process which begins to be important after
about a thousand hours, more or less. Although interface resis-
tance formation can not be avoided completely if the cathode base
is active nickel, the size of the interface resistance may be
minimized by operating the cathode at relatively heavy d-c loadings
and by avoiding excessive cathode temperatures. However, it appearr
that even cathodes which have been operated with a heavy d-c drain
for several thousand hours will develop a high interface resistance
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if opefated with no drain for a few hundred hours. Only one
way is known to prevent the formation of troublesome interface
resistance under all conditions of operation; that is the use
of vacuum tubes with passive, low silicon (0.01% or less)
cathode~base material, Even passive cathode-base material may

be sufficient when high cathode temperatures (1200°K) are
used,
not

One other serious cathode trouble has appeared in some types
of tubes. This is patch poisoning of the cathodes, This trouble
is indicated when it is found that, although the cathode current
of an afflicted tube is low, the cathode current is not greatly
influenced by variations of the cathode temperature. Thus,
parts of the cathode retain normal activity, while other parts
have very little activity. This type of cathode deterioration
has been observed mostly in tubes with heavy dec cathode loadings.
Uniform poisoning of vacuum tube cathodes will also cause low
cathode current, but the cathode current is then very sensitive

cathode temperature. Moreover, tests made at conditions
which normally show relatively small cathode currents may indicate
very little deviation if the cathode has been uniformly poisoned
to a higher work function material, These behavior differences
enable one to differentiate between these two types of poisoning,

It is very possible that cathode poisoning is hastened by
improper operation of the afflicted tube, Manufacturers! ratings
of plate voltage, screen voltage, and electrode dissipation should
be strictly observed in order that cathode life be as long as

possible, Data presented by Dr. McNally of Bell Laboratories at
the recent Atlantic City Conference on Vacuum Tubes for Computers
indicated that operation below these maximum ratings frequently
will extend vacuum tube life, Conservative operation pays off.

It is well known that the life of oxide-coated cathodes is
critically dependent upon the operating temperature. If operated
too hot, cathodes will lose material too rapidly by sublimation
and evaporation; if operated too cool, they very likely will be

poisoned by residual gases and decomposition products. For any
given vacuum tube operating condition, an optimm cathode temper-
ature exists; this temperature is somewhat different for different
operating conditions. Because vacuum tube characteristics are

subject to greater change at low temperatures than at high temper-
atures for a given cathode condition, most tubes which are allowed
a 10% variation in heater voltage will have cathodes which run

somewhat hotter than necessary at design center in order to main-
tain good performance when the heater voltage is 10% low. Since
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4.0

a cathode which is run hotter than necessary will have shorterlife than a cathode which is operated at the correct optimam
voltage, it appears reasonable that tubes with a wide tolerance
of heater voltage will have longer life if the heater is operated
at a voltage two to five percent below rated mean heater volts.
To verify this statement for a particular tube type would require
very extensive life tests lasting over a period of years; life
tests of this type are best made in operating equipments rather
than in life racks,

Grid Current in Vacuum Tubes

Grid current in standard vacuum tubes is usually due to one
or more of three things: gas, primary grid emission, or leakage.
Whatever the cause, grid current places a limit on the value of
grid return impedance which may safely be used, Electron capture
by the grid is also important when a tube ie operated at zero
bias; this current opposes those mentioned above, As a vacuum
tube is aged, shifts in the contact potential of the grid and
other changes cause electron capture to become unimportant unless
the grid is driven positive.

Gas ion current to a negative vacuum tube grid is approxi-
mately proportional to the space current in the tube and to the
gas pressure, As a tube is aged, the gas pressure increases. In
a well-gettered tube, the residual gas is likely to be mostly
helium with some nitrogen; other gases will be removed by the
getter or the cathode. Gas currents in tubes such as the 7AD7
at normal class "A" conditions will be somewhere near 5 x 1078
amps after the tube has operated for a few hundred hours, but
will rise as the tube is aged until they may be somewhere near
5 x 1077 amps after 5000 haurs.

leakage and primary grid emission are extremely variable
sources of grid current which are important in some types of
tubes, in particular the 6AN5. For primary grid emission to
exist, two conditions mst be present; the grid mst be hot and
it mst be contaminated, A hot grid is usually found in a tube
with close spacing between the grid and a flat cathode and with
relatively long grid laterals of small diameter which prevents
cooling by conduction. Ordinarily, a cathode is very good source
of barium contamination, especially when the cathode is based
on active nickel, Grid emission may be reduced by gold-plating
grid one; this is done in practically ali close-speced tubes

(G,1 = K 0.005" or less). If grid emission current is important,
the pgrid-cathode impedance mst be reduced to prevent runaway
circuits.
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leakage within a vacuum tube is almost always a tymtom of
contamination, The contaminated part may be theheader or the
mica. Two important sources of contamination exist in : he getter
flash and the cathode, but both may be controlled by provwr
vacuum tube design. To prevent getter contamination, it is
necessary to locate properly and to shield the getter. As this
is well known, leakage from getter contamination is rare. Con=
tamination from the cathode is generally sublimed material,
barium and nickel, Magnesium in the active-type cathode-bar>
materials has been found to be very serious in inducing sub-
limation. Use of normal and passive cathode-base materials
usually reduce sublimation to a low level, Passive materials
in particular have been found effective in this respect. when
sublimation is critical. In receiving-type vacuum tubes, it
is frequently possible to slot the micas between adjacent elemnts
to lengthen the leakage paths and thus to reduce leakagw.

: :

Grid circuit impedance mst be watched in particuler when
close-spaced miniature tubes such as the 6AN5, 6AK5, and 6AH6
are being used. Grid currents are also apt to be very high
when the 7158 is considered. To use excessive grid return
resistance is to invite instability as tubes age and gas
increases.

:

5,0 Some Consideration of the Effects of High Bulb Temperature

There are several harmful effects of high envelope temper-
atures which are important in vacuum tube applications. In the
first place, high temperatures will cause the glass to become
more active, and gases may be liberated by diffusion from within
the glass more easily. Surface-adsorbed gases may also be liter=-
ated, Power tubes operating at frequencies of about 50 me and

higher mst have relatively cool envelopes between output
electrode seals to prevent high dielectric loss in the glass
and runaway heating. Occasionally, extreme hot spots are formed
on the envelopes of high voltage rectifies (2X2A5 due to electron
bombardment. Envelopes may be punctured in this way.

4

ar

The above considerations are not all-or-none, but merely
relative. Because of differences in the glass used, miniature
vacuum tubes may operate at higher temperatures than standard T-9
(CT size) tubes without damage. However, it is easier to over-
load a miniature than it is a T-9 sufficiently to cause excessive
bulb heating. Miniature power tubes, for example the 5687 (T=63)
and the 6AN5 (T-53) operate at bulb temperatures of 150°C or
better at rated load. Only small increases in these temperatures

:
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are sufficient to induce trouble, For this reason, it is very
important not to shield a miniature power tube with the RMA
standard shields used for r-f tubes, as these shields raise the
bulb temperature very considerably, Some checks on 5687 tubes
showed an increase from 160° C to 230° C when shields were
installed,

It has been found that even 160° C is too high for 5687 tubes
when one side is operated on and the other off, The 'ton" side
retains its normal cathode condition during this type of operation
and the "off" side retains very nearly normal pulse emission
when checked occasionally. However, a d=c test of the normally
"off" side after 500 hours of operation causes very rapid
poisoning of its cathode and a consequent reduction in plate
current, The cathode will reactivate if current is drawn for a
period of time (less than 500 hours, but not definitely estab-
lished). If the bulb is cooled with a fan during operation, so
that the maximum temperature is not more than 135° C, this

"use of 5687 tubes for flip-flop operation is not recommended.
Operation in circuits where one section may be cut off for long
periods of time is not recommended unless tubes can be kept
well cooled, Cathode followers and other circuits where tubes
are not cut off completely should not be affected by this
poisoning.

poisoning does not occur. ecause of this poisoning effect, the

The cause of the poisoning effect is presumed to be a

deposit on the normally "off" anode which is decomposed by
electron energy when the anode is caused to draw current, The

decomposition products then poison the cathode.

When subminiatures are used, proper cooling is even more

important. Difficulty has been experienced with oxidation of
leads in the SC-968B tubes used in video probes even though the
bulb temperatures appear to be reasonable for this type of tube,
Convection cooling is ordinarily not enough for subminiatures;
conduction to close-fitting shields which may dissipate their
heat into large radiating areas of metal is a preferred con-
dition.

It should be mentioned that no trouble has been experienced
in 6AN5 tubes operated on JAN life and in a d-c flip~flop. It
seems that envelope temperature is not a limiting condition in
this tube type as normally operated. Plate current remains
normal after 8000hours.
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6.0 Consideration of Kind of Tube For Certain Applications
There sometimes exist circuits where either a triode or a

tetrode could be used. In general, triodes with grid input-
plate output are not suitable for wide band circuits; Miller
effect capacitive loading is apt to be intolerable, However,
some cathode follower circuits demand a decision between a
triode and a triode-connected tube. Where there are a large
mumber of cathode-follower sockets to be filled, a triode is
preferred to a triode-connected tube(provided that a triode of
suitable ratings exists), since the simpler construction will
probably give less trouble, quality factors being equal. .
Where only a few cathode-follower sockets are to be filled
standardization considerations indicate that a triode-connected
pentode or tetrode is preferred, unless a suitable triode is
already used in a moderate mmber of other sockets.

It is very desirable that an amplifier for 0.1 psecond
pulses in many computing circuits be a quasi-standardizing cir-
cuit, so that, as long as the input pulse is above a certain
value, the output will be constant. This ie a particularly
desirable condition in an amplifier which drives gate tubes.
One of the best ways to obtain such a condition is to.drive the
amplifier to saturation, using plate limiting. There is then
no sensitivity to input amplitude within a reasonable range,
nor is there sensitivity to any tube characteristic other than
the plate limiting characteristic, For this type of service,
a pentode is not suitable, A good plate limiting characteristic
demands a very sharp knee in the plate current-voltage charac-
teristic at high values of plate current 200 ma and more.
Only tetrodes such as the 6AN5, the 6Y6G and the 3E29 possess
Suitable characteristics. However, recent tests have shown that
a 7AD7 may be tetrode-connected (suppressor to plate) to obtain
a suitably-sharp plate-current knee for plate limiting. As

usually pentode-connected, a 7AD7 is very unsuited for pulse
amplifier work with a very uncertain knee at high values of plate
voltage.

It should be pointed out that the knee of the plate current=
voltage characteristic is not usually controlled in production,
except that it mst not rise above a certain maximim plate voltage
at a given plate current. The control is ordinarily on plate
resistance, Because of this lack of production control, it is
desirable that tubes used as plate-limiting amplifiers have as low-
voltage knees as possible. If low-voltage knees are used,
variation in knee position will cause less change in amplifier
output than the rama percent variation at higher inmee voltages.
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7.0

Since the knee is determined by the gross geometry within
the tube, very little change can be expected with life, so that
a plate-limited should be stable for long periods of time.

In some cases, screen degeneration is attempted to stabilize
circuit characteristics with tube aging changes and with different
vacuum tubes. This is a very poor idea. In most vacuum tubes,
the ratio of plate to screen current is controlled very loosely,
with maximim and minimum values on both plate and screen current,
but with no specification of the ratio. Moreover, there is no
guarantee that the ratio will remain constant throughout life.
Alicned=grid tubes (6L6G, 6Y6G, 3E29, and 7AK7) are particularly
poor, both with respect to initial uniformity and changes with
life, In 6L6G's and 6Y6G's, the ratio of plate to screen current
may cover a range of three to one for normal new tubes. TVihen

degeneration is required, coupling around the tube or use of
cathode degeneration may be expected to give much better results
in the long run.

General Ruggedness and Construction of Vacuum Tubes

If a vacuum tube could be installed in a vibrationless com-
puter and removed only when failure had occured, general ruggedness
and strength would be no problem, However, this is not the case.
Even under the test circumstances, some vibration is present.
Moreover, marginal checking techniques are not infallable, so
that occasionally good vacuum tubes will have to be tested and
returned to service, Tubes mst be strong enough to stand handling
without developing shorts, broken welds, and gas. 'Shorts can be
so mch of a proolem in a computer that it is desirable that all
tubes to be used are given rigorous shorts and leakage tests
before being installed, Rugged tubes reduce the losses at this
stage of testing.

A comparison of the 6AG7 and the 7AD7 constructions might
be somewhat informative. These two types are quite similar, with
the 6AG7 having higher perveance and the 7AD7 having higher j.
The step-current factor of merit for both is 2.9, which is the
highest available in small pentode power tubes.

A recent cathode change has been made in the 6AG7 which has
not been fully evaluated. This change should improve 6AG7 life
and reduce the tendancy to leakage in old 6AG7's. However, the
7AD7 has slotted micas, which has been noted above as a method

for increasing leakage resistance. The 7AD7 uses larger grid
side rods and laterals and has an extra control grid radiator.
Active elements are built into a rugged close-fitting shield which
is connected very directly to the external pin connection, In
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the 6AG7, the shell is gonnected to pin one only throufh a small
getter tab, which adds considerable inductance, Although shown
on old 6AG7 drawings, no internal shield is used in new tubes,
The fact that the shell and suppressor are tied together in the
6AG7 reduces the possible connections which may be made to the
suppressor, since the shell mist be near ground for safety
reasons, In cases where the suppressor can not be grounded, as
in many cathode follower and flip-flop applications, the 6aq7
shell also can not be grounded, The 7AD7 is not so restricted,
so that the internal shield, corresponding to the 6AG7 shell,
may be at any potential not more than a few volts positive to
the cathode, This flexibility proved important when it was
necessary to ground this shield to remove overshoot from flip-=
flop plate waveforms.

There are two respects in which the 7AD7 is inferior to the
6aG7. In the first place, the zero=bias plate current of the 7AD7
is lower than that of the 6AG7 because of somewhat greater grid
spacings. This plate current deficiency would not have been im-
portant if circuits had been designed for the characteristics of
actual production tubes; however, the circuit designs were made
originally for 6AG7 tubes and modified for pilot production of
7AD7 tubes, Changes were made in putting the tube into produc-
tion which reduced the zero-bias plate current without changing
the primary design characteristic for television, G Circuits

tubes mist be used. In the second place 7AD7 tubes as received
have a relatively large number of tap shorts, most of which
appear to be associated with lint.

when 25 nadesigned to work with 32 ma tubes are not so good

It is expected that both of these defects will be corrected
in the SR 1407, which is being developed as a replacement for
the 7AD7 in commuter applications.

For some applications, it is desirable to use miniature
tubes to save space or, occasionally, to obtain performance not
otherwise available. Miniatures are very desirable for use in
high-performance low-level amplifiers where capacities mst be
low and transconductance high, Another possible application
might be to non-critical applications where space is a factor.
At the present time premium miniature tubes are available in
ARING types; however, these are expensive and procurement is
difficult. Notwithstanding difficulties, the advantages of these
ARINC types are sufficient that they should be used in new design
whenever applicable. Although electrical performance life is not
well known, reports indicate that shorts and opens in these ARING

types are practically non-existent.
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Miniatures by their very nature are apt to be fragile in
two places, pins and tips. These troubles may be alleviated to
& great extent by proper engineering. Pin troubles have been
attacked during the years since the war, and very few tubes
made recently are troublesome in this respect. Tips are fragileif long and extemated; proper tipoff will produce short stubby
-tips which are not so easily broken, Reducing breaking tenden-
cies is particularily important when tubes mst be handled for
repeated testing. Miniatures are at an advantage when strength
of internal structures is considered; short, compact, mounts
firmly fixed to the button header make them relatively rugged.

Numerous studies of heater burnout have shown that high-
voltage, low-current heaters such as those used in tubes designed
for series operation across the line are mich more prone to burn-
out than the heaters used in standard 6.3 volt tubes, To min-
imize heater troubles, it is desirable that receiving types with
standard heaters rather than high-voltage heaters be used.

Although very little information is readily available about
the heaters used in oxide-coated cathodes, the heater is a very
important part of the tube and frequently may be the limiting
factor on life, Heaters are made of tungsten wire coated with
alumina to prevent contact with the cathode, Heaters may be
folded with four or six legs, or they may consist of one or more
double helices, Since heater-cathode shorts, one of the most

important types of heater failure, are more likely in tubes using
folded heaters, the coiled helix type is preferred, tut is seldom
used except in power tubes and in some kinds of premium tubes.
Heater-cathode shorts and some heater opens may be encouraged by
the large relative motion which ovcurs when folded=-type heaters
are turned on. One company (Bendix) is now using ceramic tubes in
addition to alumina to insulate the heater from the cathode.
This special construction is restricted to rectifier tubes with
very high heater-cathode voltages. Experience with Whirlwind has
-4ndicated that heater trouvles can be reduced to a very low inci-
dence by slow application of heater power, which reduces thermal
shock.

8.0 Summary and Conclusions

It has been seen that many factors should be considered
before vacuum tube types may be selected with confidence for
computer use. Moreover, with a little care, various circuits
may be divided into groups, each of which has similar tube re~

quirements, "hen this is done, it is then possible to select a

relatively small group of tubes which will satisfy almost all the
circuit requirements of a computer. This is the philosophy which

was used when WI was designed; it is a very good one when
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carried through completely. The result of the above procedure,of course, is standardization of vacuum tube tyves.
Standardization on as broad a base as possible is very im-

portant. Almost all computers have internal standardization, mt
there has been extremely little standardization between computers
as yet. Selection of tube types for computers which will both
satisfy circuit requirements and give reliable performance is a
difficult job. Once a food type for a given job has been found,it is desirable to concentrate on that type, encouraging the
manufacturer to remedy minor defects. Cleaning up one or two
tube types is mch, mech easier than cleaning up ten or a dozen,
and manufacturers are much more willing to attempt the former,
because of the higher potential demand per type. At the present
time, practically every power tube of the receiving-tube lists
is being used b; one or another computer; this chaotic situation
is not designed to encourage mamfacturers to improve tubes for
computer use.

Even though external standardization between different develop~
ment groups can not be attained at present, there are many benefits
to be derived from internal standardization within a group such as
the Whirlwind Project. If a large number of tubes of a single
type are used, it is mch easier to persuade a mamfacturer to de-
vote some effort to cleaning up this type, both for project use
and for sale to others, This is particularly so if the project
is in a position to assist the manufacturer in his development
efforts for their mtual benefit. If a large mmber of types are
involved, neither the project nor the manufacturer can concentrate
efforts sufficiently to obtain improvements, Stocking, testing,
and procurement procedures are considerably simplified when only
a minimam mumber of types are involved.

Incidentally, "premium" vacuum tubes coating up to about ten
times the cost of corresponding receiving types are very likely to
be bargains in the long run, Savings occur in two places be-

before installation, costs of testing tubes which prove defective
before installation, and costs of testing questionable tubes from
the computer. When tubes of poor quality or out of specification
are involved, the cost of testing tubes which can not be used

may be more than the cost of testing the tubes actually used.
This is the case with production 7AD7 tubes at the present time,
where three or four tubes mst be tested to find one suitable

2 cause of lower testing costs and less down-time in the computer.
Testing costs are of three types; direct costs of testing tube

for the standard flip-flop. Computer down-time costs are not
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known to the author, but it seems that removal of a tube, even
when marginal checking is used, may well cost several dollars.
These dollars might better be spent on tubes with twice or three
times the life of standard tubes, if such premium tubes are
available.

Up to very recently, premium tubes have not been available.
Only one series of so-called premium tubes has been available for
any length of time, the RCA RED Series, These tubes are not
suitable for high-speed computer applications because of the low
performance of the prototypes. However, a few of the 5692 type
(6SN7 prototype) have been used in some test equipment appli-
cations. These tubes were defective in life because of leakage
and interface resistance troubles. (Changes have since been
made which should eliminate these troubles.)

Premium miniature tubes are being manufactured under the
ARINC program by both Raytheon and General Electric; other
companies may also be working on these types. While these types

12AU7, 2C51) they are not readily available at this time. The
RCA camputer series (5915, 5963, and 5964, based on 6BE6, 12A07,
and 636) is also interesting. Of the above types, only the ARINC
5654 (6AK5 prototype) can be regarded as a high-performance (low
capacity, high factor of merit) tube useful in high-speed com-
puters. However, the 6AN5 mace by Raytheon, and the 5687, made

by Tungsol, may both be regarded as premium high-performance
miniature types. The 5687, when received, is extremely well
balanced as to plate current and cutoff between the two sections
of the tube. However, there is no reason why the two sections
should stay balanced for a long period of operation. "hile this
tube will make an excellent triode flip-flop, poisoning con-
siderations mentioned earlier indicate that a 5687 flip-flop
left in one position for a long period of time world become un-
stable. Life tests have shown that the 6AN5 makes an excellent
flip-flop. A rugged and long-lived 6AN5 would be a premium tube
indeed for computer applications; life seems quite satisfactory
when compared to most standard types, but the structure is prone
to shorts, and to some changes in characteristics.

oare very desirable (prototypes of interest are 6AK5, 6AL5,

If the complement of is examined, it is seen that
standardization has been applied reasonably well. Only a few

types are used (6V6GT, 6Y66, 6166, 3E29, 3D21A and 715B) .
While these types are by no means interchangable, it would seem

that careful design could have eliminated one or more of these

» slips stand out. In the first place, six different beam tetrode
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types. Then there are a hundred=odd 6AG7 tubes, along with
nearly two thousand 7AD7's. From the differences in these two
types, it is somewhat difficult to justify the presence of 6AG7's
in WWI, Then there are the pairs, where both the standard and

4 its miniature equivalent are used. Examples are 6X4-6X5GT,
6AC7=6AH6, 6AU6~6SH7, and OA2-0D3. Five 6J5's go along with
nearly five hundred 6SN7GT's,. Wasting a few half=sections is
greatly preferred to adding another tube type. In fairness to
designers, it should be realized that many of these duplications
not designed by project engineers. All in all, there are about
forty tube types used in WWI and its associated input-output
equipment and power supplies. Better design co-ordination
might have reduced this number. Use of less than twenty tube
types would seem to make the design of an extremely fast com-
puter rather difficult, but careful selection of types with an
idea of the necessary circuit performance might allow this
substantial reduction.

t of equivalent types are found in purchased equipment which was
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'TABLE 2

STEP CURRENT FACTOR OF MERIT AND OTHER CONSTANTS FOR TRIODES

Type p C3/2
gp Cok Cok P

ma/volt?/* ma/volt?/* unt pat watts

2051 30 0.012 2,0 1.3 1.0 2025 1.6

6AS7G 2 0.53 1.5 = 14.0

6BL7GT av 0.032 1.7 bo2 1.1 4o4 10,0

6SN7GT 20 0.099 0.8 3.8 1.0 2.9 2.75

6d4 50 0.019 6.7 4.0 0.24 5.5 2.5

38 0.009 2.0 1.6 0.4 202 1.6

684 19 0.02 1.6 = 7.5

7F8 55 0.045 1.8 1.2 1.4 2.8 3.5

12AT7 65 0.006 Bol 1.6 0.4 2.25 2.8

12407 20 0,009 0.8 1.5 0.4 1.6 3.0

12BH7 21 0.0165 1.6 2.4 0.8 3.0 3.5

5687 17 0.035 2,6 341 0.45 4.0 hod
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TABLE 2

STEP CURRENT FACTOR OF MERIT AND OTHER CONSTANTS FOR PENTODES

Cot Sin Poa Pp

6AC7 0.015 hol 5.0 0.45 3.3

6407 22 0.028 2.9 7.55 13.0 15 9.0

6AH6 bd, 0.015 bok 304 10.0 045 3.3

6AK5 30 0.01 1.6 2.85 3.9 0.55 1.85

6AN5 1 0.065 2.5 405 9.0 1.55 406

6AQ5 10 0.03 0.9 6.0 7,6 202 13.2

6AU 5G 509 O.u 2.0 7.0 11.3 2.5 10.0

6AU6 43 0.0075 201 5.0 505 0.65 3.0

éBG6G 8.0 0.055 1.5 6.5 1.0 3.5 25.0

6CD6G 3.8 0.27 2,0 10.0 26.0 3.0 15.0

6LEG 8.0 0,048 1.1 9.5 105 2.75 21.0

6V6GT 10,0 0.03 0.9 9.6 9.5 2.2 13.2

6Y6G 5.7 012 1.6 15,0 2.0 4,0

TAD? 25,0 0,023 2.9 7. 1.2 10.0

LOLA 37.5 00032 Tol 2.9 Tol 0075 3.0

715B,C 6.5 3.5 12,0 37.0

807 8,0 0.05 Lel 7.0 2.0 3.5 25.0

8298 9.0 0.07 1.7 6.95 3.5 20.0

5
gs
3

3/2

3/2 ma/volts"2 Aut watts watts

11.04

11.0

11.5

0.21

14.5
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SUBJECT : SELECTION MESTEMS FOR MAGNETIC CORE STORAGE

Tos William N. Papian

From: Robert R. Everett

Date: August 7, 1951

Abstract: Several core-selecting systems cen be dev sed that offer tester
selection ratics than the etendard hesdimensional array. Improved
selection ratios result in reduced sterage access time bat at
the cost of considerably increased complexity of the driver
circuits.

INTRODUCTION

A storage syatem using a 3-dinensienal array of magnetic cores
has been under study in the laboratory for some tima,t»2 It 48 assumed.
that the roader is familiar with the system as deecribed in the above
references.

Very promising progzess hag been made, especially recently.It 1s etill essentially true that neither the steel nor the ceranic cores
row avellable present a satisfactory solution to the storage problem:

a. The steel cores have the proper rectangularity bat ewitch
too slewly.

b, The ceramic cores switch rapidly but are not sufficiently
rectangular.

Both situations can de improved if the ratio of selecting to
non-selecting H's can be increased,

1. R-187, "Digital Information Storage in Three Dimensione Using MagneticCores" by J. W. Forrester,
2, "A Coincident Current Magnetic Memory Unit" by . N. Papian
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a, For the steel cores the non-sel?:ting H can remein as is
and the selecting H increased te decrease the switching
time.

bo. For the ceramix cores the swit 'hing H can remain as is
end the non-selecting H reduced to improve signal-noise
ratio, etc.

The switching system described by JWF is simple, legant and
"best possible" 3-dimensional in a sense to be defined later, Nonethelessit appears worthwhile to consider switching systems that result in
improved selecting ratios even though they may result in more selecting
equipment,

A 2-DimensionalSystem with 3:1 Selecting Ratio

A e-dimensicnal system can be arranged to give a 3:1 selecting
ratio. The currents to be applied in the two coordinates are as follows
when ig the drive required to switchs

X coordinate selected apply r2f3 Hy

unselected 0

Y coordinate selected 41/3 Hy

unselected

it tt

1/3
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Comparing this system with the present ove described in R=-187:
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The virtue of the last mentioned 2ystenm appears whem anothers
coordinate ig added:

x Y Z By Hy 2
-$ e ofofofo {9

o

Li 4
21 22

o : 9+ 0 3

*3 2

2 O
1

4 391
31

4
31

a 1

1

7
1

of + 1a
3

o 41a
3

One way of looking at this system ia to say that selection is
made in all Z vlanes and then the unwanted olanes are overridden or inhibited
by a negative H.

fhere ig no equivalent inhibition scheme for the 351 eysten.
This lack is a serioue restriction since the minima usable switching syeten
for a parallel computer is 3-dimensional. The absolute minimum is 2-
dimensional, one dimension along the digits ina register, the other along
the registers. For large numbers of registers the register selection,
which 4s one-dimensional, becomes prohibitive. Note that digit column
selection is necessary to allow arbitrarily writing O's or L'a in each
colum. The pregent 3-dimensional system ig satisfactory from this point
of view since it allowe selecting any combination of cores along tka 2

axig and not just one.

A 3-dimensional system allows 2-dimensional selection of the
register number thus reducing the number of drivers to a reasonable Level
for moderate storage cavacities. Yor very large storage capacities it
may be desirable to go to or more-dimensional systems. Thia8 possibility
lios well in the future.
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N-Dimeneional Switching
We will consider the problem of selecting a single element' "voman n-dimensional array of such elements. The selection will te made thefollowing manner;

1. The selection will be made by n independent linear selec-
tions, one in each coordinate.

2. Each Linear selection will be of an n=l dimensional-array.
3. Hach element will be at the intersection of n aclesting lead:

one for each coordinate,

4, The particular selecting arrangement that results in maxims -

ing the ratio of selecting to nen-selecting awitchingsignals will be defined as a. "best-possible" n-dimeneional
switching system.

(fhese restrictions hold for what méy be termed antselection systems. Some nystems with reduniart selection are deacribadin the next section. )
Let the selecting amplitude (Hy in Papian's terminology) be

taken here as unity drive, and let D be the sergest non-selecting amplitudeat any core. Now consider a selected ccre, and then unselect it in one
coordinate only; according to restriction (1), sbove, the other coordinates
remBin unaffected. Since unselecting must remove a part of the selectingampiitude at least equal to unselecting in n coordinates wil removs
at least n(l-p). As stated, the remaining amplitude of l-n(l-p) mist not
exceed p in amplitude; It mst not therefore be lesa than -p since negatin:diaturbance ig as bad as cositive disturbance, Then;

iVn(l = 0) = =p1

len + (rt1)p 20
(utl)p = nel

2 n=l
rni

oe
PMin nti

on

A tabulation of Rex and Puan ve n follows:
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2 3 1/3
3 2 1fe
4 5/3 3/5
5 3/2 2/3
6 1/5 5/7
etc.

mth _ nela Max Puan

The present system has a p of 1/2. and is "beat=possible"
3-dimensional but not "best-poseible" The 3:1 system
described above is "best~possible"

A 4-dimensional system according to the above criterion would
be, for example:

Coordinates

4 Xs x, y
H = +4 +.2 +.2 +.2

or = +4 +.2H 4

These two systems are equivalent; of the two, the latter is
preferable since the driving equioment is simplified.

In general for an n-dimensional system the coordinate values
are:

Xo x, x,
1 nx

2 1 1
ntl exo nt} = ot]H + + +

+or nti ntl (n odd)222

1a (n even }

Redundart Selection - 2-dimensional

if the restrictions mentioned at the head of the previous
section are disregarded, it is possible to devise selection syatems that
give selection ratios higher than 3:1. If a ratio of M is desired, a

system ig needed in which, the selected element lies at the intersection of
M lines or planes or other configurations which mst not otherwise inter-
sect. Since the intersection of just two of these define the element, the
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the other h=2 figures are Soreovsr 46 : g Sn
Pe

:

4"ay :
than an & to L selection ratio.

Connit
is selected at the intersection of one ond ona vers..ee%,
otherwise-intersecting lines. A thiea groun of nob= :

lines ar@é the diasonale.

a
7

00 it a

00
98

: :

Gao LO

Oh LD
:

:

Ol OO OL
:

Oa

iG Bo

} 06 :

OL 2
20

1

00
0

The diagonal line cannot be chosen arbitrarily but ig a functsca af "hin
horizontal and vertical lines already chosen. See the table.

The diagonal column may be sagily derived from the Lorisonbar
and vextieal columns by (in this erse) the vertical fein

modulo 4. A vhysieal orocedure for wa 4 derivation would da:

1. Set the diagonal deecder by the horizontal addoase ate : ta.

2. Add she complement of the vertical eadrees.

3. Add (corrects for 9's complenen').
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Since all selected Linen are ISS] BE sting smeert at ons
element, 6 selecting amplitude of 3 may be use giviag an a:
she selected element of i and nou--selecting swolituliss of at Kash by Be

A better eysatem is vossible. All : aselestel elements the
horizontal and vertical lines must be intersected by tae TG The BED
diggonel lines (they do aot interseet with the chosen ilagonai wad Sha
dicgenel lines vasa through all slensnte). Therefore, a aagative siggy: i,

rm

a reeult:

eyion tne muon chose. c :

X coordinate chosen +

q non-chosen 4

cho sen b Bf
a # non~chosen

Diagonal eho sen + 1/5

pon=-chogen » LF
The largest non-selecting amelituds is 1/5 veeulting in .

eélecting vatio of Sal.
Theo 4 5 ob

gelected eiement may de drawn a large numer of lines af Aifferont ghey te
(the autbex depené.a on the o the arrey) all of waieh will pasa

4

5 :

eLanents, mab not : 2i/n th ot Wehich sre nor-intsresci ing w

Adar Vera Se ar - far
B, Lines with slope of 3 Tup % rova for each solu 1) will intersect wien

, and Giagonal lines only at she mitually element Hulez say
ue worked. ont for choosing euch lines. The resulting selecting ratiog area

2u-sh where m ia the aumber of groune of lines.

Redundant Line selection ia elso possible in 3 or move dimen

arraya tut a selection amoag on Gimensional array of lines se necsssar
in each group.

In 3 dimensicas, the grours could be the 3 coordinates nhus the
4 major diagonals. 'The selected element will be at the intersection of F
lines. By a method analogous to that described above a selecting ratio of
14:1 may be achieved. The necessary selecting equipment ie yer compl
and. inefficient.
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Redundant Selection ~ 3-Dimensional

Redundant selection is nos necessarily restricted te erauun o
lines. Groups of n-] dimensional figures may be used in an
system.

ft
ty

In 3 dimensions a fourth plane skewed with respect to the mejor
3 may be used. This plane should intersect with mre than one stner viane
only at the selected element. A plane intersecting the other 3 at 4h" ful-fills the reoulrements.

X coordinate chosen + {3

non~cho sen 0

Y chosen + [3
a non-cho sen

+ 1/3

non=cho sen 6)

Diagonal cho sen co

cho gen

non=chosen = 1/3

Applied Signals
Selected element 1

Intersection of any 2 vlenes + 1/3

All planes excent at dnter=
sections 0

All other elements - 1/3

Although this is a 3-dimensional system it has the disadveniage
that only e single element can be selected and not an arbitrary grouo of
elements along one dimension.

Redundant selecting 3-dimensional systems using more than 4
planes can be devised. The methods can be extended to any nunber of
dimensions.
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The Problem

Any reference to tho form of storage under consideration has

1. A "read" or "write minus", the two being equivalent.

2. <A "write rlus" in selected columse.

Since tne read is destructive a rewrite nlus in the ecole
that readout plua ia necessary.

Since writing mims requires signals of conasite polarity on
planes from those required when writing vlus, write minus must be carried.
out at a different time than write plus. This difference can moat convenies > Lay

be obtained by writing minus or clearing a,21 cobums vrior to the write
plus. This write minus 8 equivalent to reading. It vould be possibie te
write minus only in the columns that are to end uo rinus but there seam:
little aivantage to such complication.

The chosen drivers in the X and Y dimensions alwaye first write
minus ani then write plue without exceotion. The drivers in tha Z or
digit dimension, which are inhibiting drivers, never dvive plus
minus) since all colums are always written negative. Selected 2

dimension drivers drive negetive driving the write plus of the cycle %o

inhibits the columns that are not being written plus.

Dimension Waveform

K

Y
. Id

3-Dinengional Driving

Z in 0 columns only
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These waveforms can be obtained with single tubes. 'he
sections need not even be push-pull.

As a first approximation a normally "ON" tube may be used with
an, LU circuit in the plate. An incoming negative gate long enough to able
one complete sine wave on the plate is then applied to the grid. lin :

would be needed to square up the waveform. It may prove desirable to uaa
+

double-ended drivers to hold constant SELacy @ currents,

4A driver of the 4, Y kind will be calied an S-type driver for
sequence-type.

A driver of the Z kind will be calied an O-type driver for
one-shot type.

A driver which must put out doth plus and cinus signils but aos
in fixed order will be called an n-type driver for non-sequan: {

typee Such a driver would have to be deuble-ende:l and is
probably more complicated than an s-type driver.

:

A pest=possible $-dimensional storage of n register: each d dig: is
long réquires

2

én setype drivers nd c ores/driver

d O-type drivers8

2-Dimensional Driving

Consider now a storage made out of best possible 2-dimensional
arrays. One such array wll be needed for each digit column.

The chosen X-coordinate drivers first drive negative to write
minus but drive ,ositiva only in the digit columns to bs written plus, Te
seems reasonable, however, t hat such a driver should be no mors comp 1

than an s-tyye, the complication appearing in the control circuits.
:

faa
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-coordiuate drivers must pus out oovosite po les on geloac gan en : :

unselected lines and are therefore of n-tyve. {f a seb ofis provided on each colum we need: -

nd g-tyve drivers n cores/driver
nd n-bype drivers n 3 at

If en a-type driver requires 3 tubes

G=type 4 2

_-_ retype tubes

and we consider a storage of 32° = 1024 registers of 16 digite
each then =

The 3-dimensional array requires ol x 3 = 192

+ 16 x 22

ooh tuber
7

The 2-dimensicnal array requires 3584 tudes

This is a substantial price to pay for the improved RE1 :

ratio. No considerstion has been given to the fact that the ston
drivers drive more cores and therefore mist be lergez than the 2
drivers, Thia size differance partially compensates for the
complexity of the two systems.

Fortunately 1% is not aecessary to go to complete separation of
digit columa. For example, X-selection can be made in each colwm, the
gelectiongs in all columa at once. This arrangement requires

nd s-type drivers n cores/driver
n n-type drivers nd fl

Yor the hypothetical storage we now need 1669 tubes.

EI3

It is possible to omit the n-type drivers com >letely by biasiny
the entire 3-dimensional arrey with a single 1/3 H e-type driver, olus whe.
writing mins, and mims when writing plus.
be s-type also.

Both x and y drivers can the
fhe same number of x and y drivers as before are requires.
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2<-Dimensional Redundant

This system requires 3 signals in each colum,x, y, and dingorri,
Two of these can be s-type with an amplitude of 2/5 H, the other ig
with an amplitude of 1/5 H. A biasing driver such as mentioned ahove can be
used with another set of s-tyve drivers instead of the n-types, elther
event only the + 1/5 Gan be common to all columns. 'The requivements are:

2nd s-type or 2nd s-type n cores/driver
n n-type n s-type ad #

g-typei n2

For the hypothetical storage we now need 3200 tubes.

3<Dimensional Redundant

Any two olanes can be common to all colums, the others muct
be separate. There will be a 3-dimensional array in each colum. Therefc ve
we requires

2 n2/3 s-type 3a cores/driver
2/3d n-type

y 3

The array should be cubical, 4.40, 512, 40Q96, 32768, ete. registers.
It may well be that thie type of system will be important for very large
amounts of storage where 4-dimeneions arrays become desirable bui where tha
5:3 switching ratio of the true 4 dimensional system may be

Considering a storage of 16 = 4096 regissere of 16 digits vac! ,
we require:

32 x3 96 tubes 4096 cores/driver

512 n-type = 512 x4
32 ge type

2048 tubes 256 cores/driver
214 tubes total

The 2-dimensional best-possible requires 4288 tubes for this
size storage or twice as many.

The 3-dimensional best-possible requires 16 tubes or about orc -
fifth as many.
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Conclusions

It appears vogsible, st a sudstantial coat in inereaged cancer
of the associated circuitry, to effectively imorove the overeatng Dau

istics of any core waterjal by improving the ratio. Some » >

: a :
:

:

:

aporoximately halved by using a 3:1 ratio inetead of 2: ] end may be baieG

again by going to 531. Some of the resant steel cores are almost fast amc:
:

:

for use in Whirlwind at 2:1. The decision ae to whether to mee one of tha
more comoiicated systema mat wait until mere inforwation on curs Bharache.
istics and driver design become availabie.

:

Signed
R, R. Everet

RREsbmd

Cee W, Forreater

Fahnestock
Corderman

S

N.H. Taylor
S.H. Dodd
R.L. Best
D,A. Buck

H.

J o4. O'Brien
B.S. Rich
Vo
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Electronic Computer Division
Servomechaniams Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: RECTANGULAR=LOOP MAGNETIC CORE MATERIALS

To: N, H, Taylor
From: W. N, Papian

Date: September 4, 1951

Abstract: There are ferromagnetic cores on the market today which
are suitable for use in high-speed multi-dimen sional
storages arrays and in fast stepping registers, Tests mada
here indicate the high promise of Armco Mo-Permalloy=216,a metal, and Ferramic A, a ceramic, Gradual improvements
in the characteristics of pertinent core materials are
expected to continue,

A, INTRODUCTION

Three general classes of ferromagnetic materials are on
the market today, They are:

1, ..Metallic materials
2, Ceramic materials
3, So-called powder or dust materials

The last mentioned class will not be discussed here because
powder cores cannot now be made which combine rectangularity character-
istics along with reasonable freedom from eddy-currents,

The matallic and ceramic classes both contain pertinent and
promising materials for applications which require rectangular B-H loops
and the freedom from eddy=currents which allows quick changes of magnetic
flux to occur, 1,2

1, W, N, Papian, "Ferromagnetic Materials for Applications Requiring
Rectangular Hysteresis Loops and Short Response Times," M.I,T. E.5,
Seminar Paper. Jan, 1950,

Whirlwind Report Re192, August 1950.
2. W, N, Papian, "A Coincident-Current Magnetic Memory Unit," Project
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B, METALS

For the particular purposes of the group working on magnetic-core storage at this Project only ribbon-wound ring-shaped cores have been
of significant interest in the metallic class, The materials will be
discussed in a more or less chronological order, that is, in the order in
which they came to our attention,

1, Deltamax

This material is a grain-orlented, 50% nickel-iron alloy
made by the Allegheny-ludlum Steel Corp, and marketed in special shapes
by a subsidiary, the Arnold Engineering Co, Deltamax has an extremely

it ts available in ribbon thicknesses as
rectangular B=H loop (see Fig, 1) very low coercivity, high
density and low resistivity
low as /, mil,

Interest in Deltamax is low here largely because of its
extremely long switching times under low and medium excitations, and
because of the large percentage of input energy which is lest in eddy
currents under high excitations, As an example, a Deltamax core made of
lemil ribbon takes of the order of 5 milliseconds to reverse its magneticflux under an excitation which is about twice its coercivity, The same
core can be switched in about 40 microseconds, but it requires an
excitation value about 10 times its coercivity,

Deltamax is the material now being used in the Harvard
Alden, Wang, and Burroughs stepping-register (Static Magnetic Delay Line}
cores,

2. Silectrop
This is the familiar 3% silicon-iron alloy known as electrical

sheet, but with a partial grain and domain orientation produced for us by
Allegheny Iudlum, It has the very rectangular B-H characteristic shown
in Fig, 2, Coercivity and maximum-flux density are high resistivity is

The very successful metallic core used in the early
experiments and the cores used in the experimental 2 x 2 x 1 array were
made of this material, Reevitant sneeds were sood (about 20 microseconds
with a 231 selection ratio) and sifmal ratios wore very The main
disadvantage of Silectron is the high coercivity which calls for high
driving ampere-turns, and the rather high switching energy as indicated
by its large BeH loop area, Silectron was the most promising metal until
a few months ago when the material to be discussed below appeared on the
scene,
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3. Ho-Permalloy-216

Mo-Permalloy-216 is Armco Steel Corporation's special version
of that 79% nickel, 4% molybdenum iron alloy, They obtain the good
rectangular BeH Joop shown in Fig, 3 by a special magnesic anneal,
Coercivity and maximum flux density are low, resistivity average, and it

4is available in thicknesses down to 1/6 mil;
Interest in Mo-Permalloy-216 is high; it has virtues for

application either as a coincidem:-current unit in a multi-dimonsional
erray or as a memory unit in a atopping register, Mo-Permalloy#216 cores
switch rapidly at all excitations due in part to the followingcharacteristics: availability of extremely thin material, low flux
densities, not-too-high maximumedifferential permeabilities, and an
apparent freedom from fractional-second lags in magnetization at very low
excitations, The small loop area also accounts for the low switching
energies required,

Small cores of this material will be used in the 16 x 16 array
now in design, They are also being considered by ourselves, and by
Burroughs at our urging, for use in faster, lover-energy versions of the
stepping register,

The material is relatively new so that production and uni-
formity difficulties are being experienced by our core supplier, Magnetics,
Inc,, and by others, There is, however, perfectly reasonsble expectation
that these difficulties will be ironed out in a shot time,

C, CERAMICS

Where fractional-microsecond switching tires are needed,
the metals in their present form are unsuitable, largely due te eddy
currents, The development during this last decade of a group of semi-
4nsulator ceramics which have ferromagnetic characteristics answers the
above need, These materials are called magnetic ferritos by some and
ferrospinels by others, They are homogeneous compounds vf various metal
oxides (not metals) with resultant mechanical properties resembling those
of dry~process porcelain,

In general, the ceramic materials have lov be rectangularity,
high coercivities, low flux densities, but phenomenelly high resistivities,
Quite a few materials have been considered, but only two aro worth nentioning..
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1, Ferroxcube_IV

This material was the first ceramic to exhibit any rec=
tangularity, However, it did so to any marked extent only when it was
under some applied mechanical strain, Because of this, and its not-too=
high resistivity, interest in it waned early,

2, Ferramic A

Ferramic is the smart trade name which the General Ceramics
and Steatite Corp, gives to its magnetic ferrites, Although there are
nearly ten different Ferramics, only the A material has thus far shown
surficient rectangularity to operate as a coincident-current menory unit,

This material has a Bol loop shape as shown in Fig, 4,
Coercivity is high and maximum flux density low, even relative to the
other ceramics, Its resistivity is extremely high, and it appears to
have no significant magnetization time legs in the microsecond region,

Interest in this material is elso high, It is a potential
candidate for use in high-speed multi-dimensional arrays and stopping
registers, Improvements in the material's characteristics are desirable
in the two directions of lower coercivity (reduced driving ampere-turns)
and better B-H rectangularity, It is also desirable, bat difficult, to
get cores made in very small shapes and sizes, Development work in these
and other directions is going on and is being encouraged by the laboratory,
Some slightly improved versions of this core material have been received
and tested, and other improved samples are expected in the future,

Ferramic A cores have been operated here as coincident=-
current units with 2:1 and 3:1 selection ratios at switching speeds of
about 1/2 microsecond, They have also been operated by Buck and Guditz
in a 4-core stepping register at speeds over 100,000 digit-transfers per
second, using outsize cores and other parameters not truly optimized for
the job,

D, CONCLUSION

Presently available rectangular-loop ferromagnetic cores
for high-speed storage and pulee applications contain a few which show
a great deal of promise, Armoo's Mo-Permalloy-216 is, at the monent,
the most interesting among the metals; the most promising ceramic is a
slightly improved Ferramic A core, Both materials are useful as they
stand, and continued improvements are expected,

W, N, Papian \

WNP: kot

Signed by

Approved by
N, H

Drawings Attached:
Fig. Drawing No. A-48019-G Page 3

Fig. 2 Drawing No, A=-3€999-G Page 4

Fig, 4 > Drawing No, SA=50264 , Page 8Fig. Drawing No, A=50265 Page 6
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

THE CADAC COMPUTER

J. W. Forrester

E. A. Emerson, A. M. Werlin

February 15, 1952

Abstract: The CADAC is a slow speed general purpose digital computer
designed and built by the Computer Research Corporation of
Hawthorne, California. It is an automatic-sequence-controlled,serial machine having a magnetic drum memory. It operates
with a word length of 42 binary digits and requires an average
of about 70 milliseconds to carry out one command. Fourteen
different commands are provided. To avoid conversion prob-
lems, all numbers are handled in octal form throughout the
machine, Program instructions must be prepared in this form
for insertion ona special keyboard and results also are
obtained in this form through an output typewriter. Plans
were made for future addition of a magnetic tape input and
output device.

A goal set for the design of this machine was to minimize
the number of vacuum tube circuits used. A large reduction
in the number of tubes required was achieved by the use of
recirculating registers on the magnetic drum and the use of
crystal diode circuits for the logical networks. From an
operational standpoint, it appears that the advantages of
a fewer number of vacuum tube circuits are offset to some
extent by the potential weaknesses in the extensive crystal
diode networks. The CADAC has only 195 vacuum tubes but
about 2500 crystal diodes.
A unique approach to the system design problem was applied
in the development of the CADAC. All operations to be ac-
complished were first described in logical equations using
the notations of Boolean algebra. The set of equations ob-
tained defined the input conditions for each flip-flop and
each drum-memory channel for all steps of a command. They,
therefore, also defined the configurations of "and" and Nort
circuits needed to control the states of the memory elements,
so it was a straightforward matter to synthesize the crystal
diode networks. The technique of using equations to describe
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the system operation not only proved successful in the machine
design but it also has been found useful in maintenance and
trouble-shooting work.

Table of Contents:

1.0 INTRODUCTION

2.0 LOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN
2.1 External Characteristics
2.2 Applications

2.21 Number Representation
2.22 CADAC Order Code
2.23 Operating Instructions

2.3 Internal Characteristics
2.31 Building Blocks and Stable States
2.32 Clock Pulses and Flip-Flop Triggers
2.33 Elements Governing Design
2.34 Control

2.341 Nature of Operation Sequences
2.342 Control of Sequences
2.343 Control in a Specific Operation

2.35 Outlining the Circuits

3.0 MECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CADAC
3.1 Physical Description
3.2 Power Supply
3.3 Vacuum Tubes
3.4 Crystals and Crystal Nets

3. 5 Other Components
3-6 Circuits

3.61 Flip-Flop Circuits
3.62 Read-Record Circuits
3.63 Cathode-Follower Circuits
3.64 Permanently Recorded Channels

3.41 Use of Crystals :

3.4 Computation of Resistor Values

4.0 TESTING AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING
4.1 Methods of Trouble-Shooting
4.2 Difficulties in Trouble-Shooting
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The CADAC is a general purpose slow speed automatic sequencecontrolled computer designed and built by the Computer Research Corpora-tion of Hawthorne, California, for the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories, At the inception of this machine the general attitude of
computer engineers was that electronic computers could not be designedwith fewer than thousands of electronic tubes without sacrificing useful
word length. The Computer Research Corporation departed from this
philosophy and has succeeded in building a relatively inexpensive (Fortune
magazine quote: "$80,000"), very compact machine. The designs and
design techniques that overcame the engineering obstacles met in this
computer deserve considerable respect, and the CADAC, as a practical
product of these motives and techniques, is of interest to personnel
associated with other computer projects.

2.0 LOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN

2.1 External Characteristics

logicalCADAC, properly programmed, will perform arithmetic

2), 14 operates with serial techniques on words fourteen
octal digits (forty-two binary digits) long with a fixed binary
point. There are fourteen three-address commands with a mean
operating time of seventy milliseconds per command (about 15 com-
mands per second).

manipulations on digital quantities within the range

The magnetic drum memory has a capacity for 1023* words with
a mean access time of 14 milliseconds. There are 16 channels,
each of which contains 64 words around the circumference of the
drum. :

The input device now associated with the computer is an eight
key keyboard on the control panel. These keys are used for enter-
ing octal numbers. The output typewriter prints one to four columns
of octal figures across a page. Either the contents or the address
and contents of any memory register may be printed out. These
accessories do not lend themselves readily to decimal computation
and the input is both tedious and slow. However, the machine has
been wired with internal circuits which will enable it to read in from
and read out to an external magnetic tape unit although none was
provided with this model.

* Because of the nature of the multiplication and division process
register #0 is not used for a memory location.
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2.2 Applications

This machine by virtue of its long word length is capable of
obtaining results to a precision of about 11 decimal digits. The
three-address-code system, while seemingly redundant to Whirlwind
programmers, is necessary to a machine with no arithmetic registers.It also equips the machine to perform certain operations with a
saving in the number of registers required for commands. This long
word length and economical use of register space, combined with a
main storage consisting of 1023 consecutive registers yields a
computer potentially adapted to most types of general computation,
and with proper external equipment to some types of slow speedcontrol operations,

2.21 Number Representation

Positive and negative numbers, N, are represented with
a 2 octal digit sign followed by Nx g-12, The sign con-
vention is:

CO negative number
01 positive number
02 negative number indicating arithmetic overflow
03 positive number indicating arithmetic overflow

The machine interprets all commands as positive numbers
when they are modified by arithmetic processes.

2.22 CADAC Order Code

The command is divided into four sections, an instruction
consisting of 2 octal digits, and three addresses (m1, mo & m3)
of four octal digits each.

These instructions perform the following functions:

Octal Code Tnstruction and Abbrevietion

37 Halt: (H)
Stop the computer

35 Fill: (Ff)
Read from an external unit during program
operation. As yet this order is not de-
fined in either logical design or circuitry.

external tape unit: (P})
Start with register mj and continue for
the next n registers where n is m3.
The logical designs and circuitry are
complete, but the external unit has not
been provided with this model.

33 Write addresses and associated words on
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27

25

23

17

15

13
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Type addresses and associated words: (Po)The address convention is the same as in
the tape order.

Write word only on external tape unit: (P3)The address convention is the same as above.

Type word only: (P,)The address convention is the same as above.

Test overflow: (To)
Investigate the contents of register mj).If the sign indicates an arithmetic over-
flow, set the control number to m3.

Test difference: (T)21
If the contents of register m, is greater
control number to m3.

set thethan the contents of register mg

Extract: (E)
extractFrom the contents of register m

those digits which are in coinc dence with
the binary "ones" of the contents of register
ma and insert those digits into register
m3, leaving the rest of the contents of
register m3 unchanged.

Subtract: (Ss)
Subtract the contents of register mo from
the contents of register mj and put the
difference in register m3. If the absolute
difference exceeds one, indicate an arith-
metic overflow.

Add: (A)
Add the contents of register m, to the
contents of register mp and put the sum
in register If the absolute sun
exceeds one, an arithmetic overflow.

Shift: (Sh)

the contents of register mp is positive or
right if the contents of register mo is
negative, the number of binary digits
indicated in the magnitude of the contents
of register (this model will shift as
often as the of mo indicate,
extraneous shifts and put the
shifted result in register m3. If any

Shift the contents of register mj, left if
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significant digits are shifted off theleft end indicate an arithmetic overflow.

7 Multiply: (1)
Multiply the contents of register my by
the contents of register and put the
product rounded off to 12 significantoctal digits with its proper sign into
register ma. No provision has been made
for double register multiplication.

5 Divides (D)
Divide the contents of register m by the
contents of register m and put tfe quotient
rounded off to 12 octat digits with its
proper sign in register m3. If the absolute
quotient exceeds one, indicate an arithmetic
overflow.

2.23 Operating Instructions

There are sixteen switches, buttons and keys on the
control panel.

(1) AC power switch
(1) Drum motor power switch
(1) BY power on button
(1) Bf power
(1) Start computation key
(1) Clear key.
(8) Octal digit keys
(1) Tab key which fills octal number in storage
(1) Space key which selects storage position for

filling and starting computation

The machine is cycled on in the order: AC Power; Drum
motor power; when the drum reaches speed, the stop button is

nBf on" button is pressed. The typewriter
motor is turned on by its own switch at any time.

To fill a program the first storage address is set up
by entering the address on the octal keyboard and pushing the
"space" button. The contents of the first register is then
entered on the octal keyboard and the "tab" button pushed.
The machine automatically steps one storage register for each
push of the "tab" button so that it is necessary to set up

Any errorthe address of only the first storage register.
on the octal keyboard before the "tab" button is pushed can

a

off button

held down and the
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be remedied by reentering the correct number right on top
of the old number, then tabbing. Any error after tabbing
can be remedied by setting up the address of the incorrect
storage register and replacing the contents with the correct
value, then continuing.

To start a computation enter the control number (address
of order to be operated on) followed by four zeros and push
the space button, then push the "start" button. The "clear"
button will halt any operation at any time.

A specimen program is included in the appendix.

2.3 Internal Characteristics

2.31 Building Blocks and Stable States

The two binary states are represented in the machine as
two separate dc voltage levels, each of which is maintained
by diode clamping throughout the machine. The higher voltage

are used for the logical building blocks utilized by the
machine to maintain the logical voltage levels:

"1" end the lower level,level Ey is used to represent
a "Oo", Four component combinationsEy, is used to represent

(1) The bistable flip-flop which can be set to "0"
or "1" but cannot be complemented. It has cathode
follower drivers whose outputs are clamped to either
of the two voltage levels (see Figure 1).

(2) The logical product circuit ("and" gate), i.e.,
both inputs must be at the high voltage level
for the output to be at the high voltage level.
(Figure 2)

(3) The logical sum circuit ("or" gate), i.e., if either
input is at the high voltage level then the output
will be at the high voltage level. (Figure 3)

(4) The logical negative circuit, i.e., the output
voltage is at the high level if the input voltage
is at the low level and vice versa. (Figure 4)

Every logical voltage level starts as the output of one
side of a flip-flop. These voltage levels are returned
through combinations of the sum, product and negative circuits
to the inputs of the various flip-flops in the machine. These
inputs are termed "propositions", being in effect true or
false (one or zero, plus or mimus etc.) logical propositions,
As the various flip-flops in the machine assume different
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combinations of their bistable states, different configurationsof voltage levels appear at the various inputs. The table of
Figure 5 shows the results obtained from the basic logical
operations,

2.32 Clock Pulses and Flip-Flop Triggers
A combination of components of the type indicated in

the last paragraph becomes practical when a new stable con-
figuration of voltage levels can be derived from the preceding
configuration as a function of it. If a square clock waveform
fluctuating between the two logical voltage levels with some
standard frequency is introduced, time boundaries between the
desired configurations can be developed and defined. The
flip-flops can then be triggered by logically multiplying the
proposition voltage levels on the inputs of the "one" and
"zero" sides of a flip-flop by the clock waveform and passingthis through the proper differentiating circuit. If the input
proposition is false, i.e., at the lower voltage level, the
clock rise and fall will have no effect on the grid of the
particular side of the flip-flop in question, but if the input
proposition is true, i.e., at the higher voltage level, as
the clock pulse falls, the flip-flop will be triggered.
Thus the clock provides both a timing system and a dynamic
trigger on the grid of a flip-flop tube controlled by the
propositions from the network of sum and product circuits.
2.33 Elements Governing Design

The major factors governing the design of the computer
were the decisions to use serial operation and magnetic drum
storage. The main memory is the magnetic drum 12 inches in
diameter rotating on a vertical axis at about 40 rps. It
has 22 useful channels: 16 storage channels capable of
holding 64 words each, 3 channels associated with three
recirculating arithmetic registers, and three channels per-
manently recorded: the clock pulse channel, a word reference
channel, and a start synchronizing pulse channel. Access to
the memory is through read-record heads mounted within 0.001
inches of the drum. A channel is selected by means of a
flip-flop controlled matrix and the time position identified
by comparing the contents of a group of flip-flops against
the word reference channel, The permanent channels can only
be read from, not read into.

The three recirculating registers each consist of record
head and a read head on the same channel located so that a

point on the spinning drum passes the record head first. They
are spaced and interconnected so that a particular signal,
when recorded, will be carried by the drum to the read head,
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passed through the circuitry, and rerecorded 42 clock pulses
later (Figure 6). The circuitry controlling the record head
inputs is the logical diode net which is in turn controlled
by the outputs of the read heads of the recirculating regis-
ters and of the main storage, and also by the outputs of the
control panel. When an arithmetic operation is complete the
answer is contained in a recirculating register whence it is
immediately transferred to storage and the register cleared.
There are no arithmetic registers in the Whirlwind sense; all
results must be placed in some storage register immediately.
The recirculating registers are used in all arithmetic,
searching, and control operations, blending strings of data2 pulses long as 4 spinning machine twists many strands into
a ththread.

2.34 Control

2.341 Nature of Operation Sequences

The execution of a particular coded command
consists of several separate operations performed in
order: the command must be looked up and identified,
memory registers referred to, arithmetic processes
completed, and results returned to storage. These
operations, logically arranged in a minimum order,
take the form of a flow diagram when described pic-
torially. (Figure 7)

When a program has been filled into storage a
control number set, and the start button pushed, the
machine proceeds serially through the separate opera-
tions as indicated in the flow diagram, first looking
up the command, then testing it serially to determine
which order to execute, then following through the
execution until finished, and finally searching for
the next command.

Most of the operations take many separate steps
of one word-time (the time it takes 42 clock pulses to
pass through a recirculating register, or one sixty-
fourth of one revolution of the drum), and for the
actual design of the computer a more elaborate flow
diagram was drawn indicating each separate operation
as a group of steps one word time long. Each separate
step is shown as a small box which describes the function
it performs and also contains a reference to the config-
uration of switching necessary in that word time.
These steps are numbered consecutively and grouped by
operation. At the end of one operation, the operation
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starting with the next consecutive step is performed
unless the control is transferred to an operation
starting with a step having a known, but not consecutive
number. This resembles the flow diagram of a normal
coded program for a computing machine with commands,
conditional subprograms, and subprograms.

2.342 Control of Sequences

As any computer requires a counter to keep
track of the address of the next instruction, the
CADAC requires a counter to keep track of the process
by which it carries out a command. The designers of
CADAC called this internal counter a "program counter"
and constructed it from eight presetable flip-flops.
Most of the 2% possible configurations (some are not
used) of these flip-flops refer to a step in the master
flow diagram, and each configuration can be used to
produce a "true" voltage level at any point in the
machine. Thus any portion of the diode net can be
gated in for one certain step, or for steps which
perform identically. However, each step lasts one
word time which allows 14 octal digits of three pulses
each to pass by. It is necessary to split the words
into octal digits in order to isolate the orders from
addresses and the signs from magnitudes. Therefore,

which counts octal digits from 0 to 13, then resets
itself again to zero. From this it is possible to
gate in any portion of the logical net for any parti-
cular octal digit or any group of octal digits of a
word time, It is also often necessary to select a

particular binary digit in an octal digit. A two flip-
counts pulses from 0 to 2, then resets itself again to
zero. From this it is possible to gate in any portion
of the logical net to a particular pulse of an octal
digit.
2.343 Control in a Specific Operation

For an example of the computer control mechanism,
let us see how the machine knows when to use the process
which determines the sign of a product. The product
sign is a function of the sign digits of the two factors.
The logical circuit for this process is synthesizing the
function for every pair of pulses that pass through two
of the recirculating registers. However, this function
is gated further into the net only on the first pulse
(P,) of each octal digit. The function is then gated

a four flip-flop counter (the non counter) is employed

flop pulse counter (the upt counter) is employed which

:
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to the next level of the net only on the 13th octal
digit (02) of each word time. And finally it is
gated onto the record head of the recirculating register
which contains the product only during the 52nd (PC #52)
step of the master flow diagram, the roundoff step of
the multiplication operation.

2.35 Outlining the Circuits
CADAC was designed to be physically small, so a saving

in equipment at the expense of requiring the components to
serve more than one purpose was feasible. Certain overlapping
of components! uses is obvious, since the machine is never
printing, selecting a channel, shifting, adding, etc. simul-
taneously. This necessarily led to very complicated intercon-
nections of the diode network and the flip-flops.

For convenience in determining what interconnections
were required, the notation and laws of Boolean algebra were
applied to define the inputs of each flip-flop and of each
record head in terms of the outputs of the logical flip-flops,
the outputs of the three sets of counter flip-flops (P counter,
0 counter and Program Counter), and the clock pulses. No
block diagrams were used at any stage. Equations were written
for the inputs of each side of every logical flip-flop and
record head for each step in the entire master block diagram.
Certain equations reappeared frequently throughout the machine,
so each equation was number coded for reference and written on
an "operations numbers chart". The separate equations for the
inputs of each flip-flop and record head were then combined and
reduced to final equations of the apparently most electronically
feasible form. Care was taken that no flip-flop was ever
pulsed on both grids simultaneously.

From the above mentioned equations an outline of the
diode network circuit could be drawn immediately without hesi-
tation. A more complete discussion of this method is "Techniques
in the Design of Digital Computers" by Richard E. Sprague of
the Computer R,search Corporation. A copy is available in
the Digital Computer Lab library. Such an outline indicates
the relative location of all logical crystals, diodes, resist-
ors, and flip-flop units. Then for the actual circuit design,
it is necessary to calculate the proper resistance values and
to insert power amplification where needed. This is discussed
in section 3.4 of this report.

The equations, combined with the flow diagram, give 4a

complete picture of how the computer operates and, because ef
their convenient cataloging, they facilitate the location of
errors. It is difficult for a person weaned on block diagrams
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and their proximity to circuit schematics to appreciate this
at first, but only a small amount of familiarization with the
technique enables a beginner to apply the method to the building
blocks of the CADAC.

3.0 MECHANICAL AND BLECTRONIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CADAC

3.1 Physical Deseription
The CADAC computer occupies a space of approximately 35 cubic

feet and weighs about 500 pounds; it is divided into two sections.
The lower section consists of the main power supply, the fan motor,
the drum motor, and a smaller selenium-rectifier power supply to
deliver the 100 v. D.C. required by the drum motor. A variac on
the input to this power supply serves as the motor speed control.
The upper section of the computer consists of the 12" diameter
magnetic drum, with its associated heads, read-record amplifiers,
read-out flip-flop, circulating register flip-flops and clock pulse
generator. These circuits are mounted in sub-assemblies located
around the drum. Also in this section are the input-typewriter
relays. On four large phenolic boards surrounding the upper sec-
tion of the machine are mounted all the crystal diodes used in the
logical diode networks as well as those used for clamping. There
are approximately 2500 crystal diodes mounted on these boards.
All of the flip-flops and driver tubes not associated with the
memory are mounted horizontally around the top of these boards.
Most of these tubes are in the circuits of the three counters and
their associated drivers. The "logical" voltages for the computing
system and those which exist throughout the diode nets are 125 v.
(Ey) for "true" (one) and #100 v. (Ey) for "false" (zero). It
must be remembered that the computer operates on a non-return-to-
zero basis, and that voltage remains constant at #125 v. as long
as there is a serial group of one's and #100 when there is a serial
group of zero's. These voltages are D.C. coupled throughout the
diode nets. If the output of the net is true or at 4125, it will
gate the negative going edge of a clock pulse, permitting it to
trigger one side of a flip-flop.
3.2 Power Supply

The computer requires a power input of 3KVA, 110 v. A.C,
60 cycles. This is non-regulated and comes directly from the
power line. All of the inputs to the power transformers are fused
with the conventional cartridge type fuses. The power transformers
have tapped primaries, and by choice of the proper tap, the system
can be operated with any line voltage that falls in the range from.

105 volts to 125 volts. The main power supply is of the bridged-
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selenium-rectifier type; it delivers #300 v. d.c. unregulated.
From this voltage, the following regulated d.c. voltages are de-
rived: 300 v. (400 ma.), 4225 v. 2.6 a), 125 (450 ma.), 4100
(1 a). Operation of the two power switches turns on the filaments
of all tubes and energizes the drum and fan motors. Throwing the
"d.c. on" switch energizes the master time delay relay which applies
the voltages to the computer in the sequence listed above. Incor-
porated in this power supply is an 884 control circuit which does
not permit the time delay relay to energize unless all the voltages
are present and are within 5 v. of their proper values with refer-
ence to the -300 v. The supplies have conventional series regulators
using 6AS7's for the current control tube and a 6AU6 and a VR-105
for voltage control. There is a small additional power supply
which supplies -240 v. to a balanced inverter-cathode-follower
stage which feeds the drivers for the read-out flip-flops.

The supply for the drum motor is nominally 4100 v. D.C. which
draws a starting current of 3.8 a and a running current of 1.8 a.
The A.C. input to the supply is variac controlled to control the
speed of drum rotation. The speed is nominally 40 rps but is not
especially critical since the 100 ke clock pulses are derived from
the permanently recorded clock channel on the drum. The lower
limit of drum speed is reached when the amplitude of the read
signal is too low to trigger the read-out flip-flop. The upper
limit of speed is reached when the frequency of the read-out pulses
is so high that flip-flops will not reach their stable states
before they are triggered again.

3.3 Vacuum Tubes

There are 195 vacuum tubes in the CADAC, about 30 of which
are in the power supply, 65 in the memory circuits and 100 in the
arithmetic center. There are 31 flip-flops in this machine for
which 12AT7's are used exclusively. Below is a chart of the tube
count in the arithmetic unit:

8 decision flip-flops 12AT7
6 decision flip-flop drivers 5687
6 pulse and digit counter flip-flops 12AT7

5687
5 extra pulse and digit counter flip-flop drivers 5687
6 pulse and digit counter flip-flop drivers

8 program counter flip-flops L2AT7
18 program counter flip-flop drivers 50L6
5 typewriter relay drivers 5687
1 memory flip-flop 12AT7
1 memory flip-flop driver 5687
1 carry flip-flop 12AT7
1 cary flip-flop driver 5687

10 cathode follower drivers 12AT7
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12 recirculating register flip-flops 12AT7
7 recirculating register flip-flop drivers 5687 and 12AT7
4, phase inverters 12AT7
4 clippers 12AT7
1 start F.F. 12AT7
3 drivers (clock etc.) 5687

The 12AT7 was chosen for use as a flip-flop because it has a

is a miniature. The 5687 was chosen for drivers because it will
supply more current with #100 v. on the plate at zero bias (42 ma.)
than any other miniature type. For the program counter output,
which must deliver more current to the diode nets than the 5687
can provide, the 50L6 was used. This tube will deliver 106 ma. at
100 v. and zero bias. The tubes for the flip-flops and drivers
listed above are not especially selected or matched. There is no

provision for marginal voltage tests nor are there any particular
acceptance tests for tubes. A conventional tube tester is used for
determining when tubes should be replaced. The heater voltages for
all tubes are applied directly with no warm-up time. With the
exception of the 50L6 and 5005 tubes, nominal values of heater
voltage are used, The 50 volt heaters are wired in series-parallel
across the line and are operated at about 45 v. Little trouble has
been experienced from filament burn-out from these high-voltage-
filament type tubes. There has been no data on the reliability of
these tubes since the computer has not been operating long enough
to gather such data.

high Gy, hence small grid swing from zero bias to cut-off (0 to
"4.5 v. which makes it quite eas to trigger, and also because it

The list of tubes associated with the memory is tabulated
below:

6 record tubes - E,F,G, one word circulating

4 pre-amps - E,F,G, recirculating registers

32 record tubes - main memory 505

registers 5065
19 pre-amps - main memory 6AS6

and main memory 12AT7
2 amplifiers for clock 12AT7

Since push-pull recording is employed on every drum channel,
the choice of the 5005's is the most critical. They are carefully
selected as a matched pair for both plate current at zero bias
and for cut-off voltage. All circuits have been designed so that
they will still operate with about 25% decrease in tube emission.
Most of the flip-flops feed 5687 drivers whose plates are returned
to 4225 through their plate load resistance. Since the driver
plates are clamped at #100 and #125 volts by means of crystal
diodes, the variation in plate current can be quite wide before
the plate circuit will fail to switch from one clamped voltage to



normally dissipate about 1 watt and the tube is rated for
tts per section, The 5687's, however, when conducting, have
plates clamped at 4100 v. Under this condition, their dis-

Crystals and Crystal Nets

341 Use of Crystals
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the other. Flip-flops are well within their plate dissi ation.
The 12AT7 flip-flop "on" side with a 12K plate load to
will
2.5 W
their
sipation is close to the rated value of 4 watts.

304

Vo

Type 1N52 crystal diodes are used almost exclusively
throughout the computer both for the logical net and for
clamping of driver plate circuits, They are all carefully
selected for minimum back current and low forward drop. All
djodes are checked and must have less than 3 v. forward drop
+ 25 ma. For all logical diodes the back current must be
1ess than 100,,a at 25 v. while the clamping diodes are un-
acceptable unless they pass less than 200,,a back current at
25 vy. There is no consideration for crystal noise. The
action of the diodes and how they are used can best be shown
by an example. In the product circuit (Figure 2) the voltages

411 conduct more heavily, lowering the output to #100 v.
In the sum circuit (Figure 3) either Pj, or Pg, or both can be

high and the output will rise to 125 .

Py and Po must both be high or at 125 v. for the output to be

high. If either Py or Pg is at 4100 v. one of the net diodes

The logical network of Figure 8, which is a combination
of the sum and product nets shown in Figures 2 and 3, express-

point Z will follow the clock input, C, as indicated by the
waveforms. The voltage at point Z is differentiated so that

clock pulse is obtained to trigger a flip-flop. In considering
the forward drop of the diodes in the above circuit, it can be

seen that there is just as much gain in d.c. level as there is
loss. For example, assuming a 2 v. forward drop, point X will
be at 127 v. Point Y will drop again to 125 v. and so forth.
From a static point of view at least, it appears that an
indefinite string of sum and product terms are possible. For
a string of just products, or just sums, however, there will
be a definite signal deterioration, depending upon the forward
resistance of the diodes and the current permitted to flow
through them. In the CADAC, the average forward current is
from 5-10 ma. and not more than 7 or 8 terms are used in any

Ves
es the logical pro osition (PyPof P as its output. If the
proposition (PP. Ps) is true, i.e. if point is at 4125

negative pulse coincident with the trailing edge of the

one net.
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3.42 Computation of Resistor Values

The selection of R, (Figure 8) is based on the input
capacitance of the following stage and the required time
necessary to allow the d.c. level to rise to its final value.
cuts its diode off and the voltage at the junction will rise
exponentially toward 225 v.; the time at which it reaches
125 v. is determined by the value of R, and the shunt capaci-
tance. For driving one flip-flop, with an assumed input
capacitance of 10 Uf, it is found that for R, =1 meg, the

worst load condition (when the value of i, is greatest) is
when the voltages at all the junctions are low. Then
dy = 225-100 y In this respect the back current of the

R1
clock diode is critical, so that this diode is chosen for the
minimum back current at 25 v. It is assumed to be 100 ya as
a safety factor. is now selected on the basis that the
drop across it not exceed 100 v. with i, flowing through
it. Therefore, Ro =<100. The greatest ig will flow into the

4
sum network when the point X is high so that 125 / ip,'R2

assumed to be 100 ya. As before, R3 cannot have a drop of
more than 100 v. so Ri, =<100. The equations for R, and R2

12
are similer because the values of 125 v. and 100 v. were chosen
to be symmetrical between 225.v. and ground. In the same
manner currents in the clamping diodes are calculated.

3.5 Other Components

All of the low wattage carbon resistors in the CADAC are 5%

Allan-Bradley units. However, in the places where d.c. coupling
occurs, such as from a flip-flop to its associated driver, and in
cathode follower inputs, 1% Nobeloy precision resistors are used.
Standard commercial components are used throughout the computer,
including electrolytic capacitors for power supply filters and

decoupling networks. The coupling capacitors to flip-flops and

those in the memory circuits are mica postage-stamp type. Paper
capacitors are also used in several places for decoupling. The

relays in the power supply are specialized timing relays, and the

typewriter relays are standard 150 v. d.c. Spark suppression
across the typewriter relays is necessary, and these relays must

When the clock voltage rises from #100 v., it immediately

output voltage reaches its final level in about 3us. The

Now since Ro is less than the back resistance of the diode
through which i,2 flows nee4 not be as high as that of the
clock diode. Here again the crystal back current is also
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be carefully adjusted to eliminate bouncing of the contacts. No
twin contacts on relays or any redundant circuits are used to
increase reliability.
3.6 Circuits

3.61 Flip-Flop Circuits
There are 31 flip-flops used in this computer. The

circuit diagram of one with its associated driver is shown
in Figure 9.

The only load on a flip-flop is a high current driver,
which feeds into the diode net. The output of the driver
is clamped between #125 and #100 volts. After differentiation
and clipping, the input to the grids is a 13-14 volt negative

employed to clip out any hash or noise which might be genera-
ted in the nets. This reduces the effective negative driving
voltage by a few volts, but there is still plenty of amplitude
available. The grids are clamped at -8 v. to inhibit negative
overshoot in the grid circuit and bring about rapid recovery
to its stable state. The plate swing is from 90 to 4160
volts, causing the on tube to drew grid current, which tends
to stabilize the circuit. With the d.c. coupling employed,
the grid swing on the driver is from -40 v. to 40.5 v. There
is not much consideration for switch-over time since there
will be a minimum of 10 , s before it is necessary for flip-
flops (in combination with other propositions) to gate the
trailing edge of the clock pulse. No steps have been taken
to insure matched sections in the flip-flop tubes, nor have
there been any data taken on tube deterioration and how much
unbalance is allowable before failure of the flip-flop occurs.

pulse. The #3 v. return of the differentiating circuit is

3.62 Read-Record Circuits
The main memory employs center tapped heads and push-pull

recording, with the one's being recorded by one miniature
pentode (Socs) and the zero's by the other. Since the record
currents are too large to switch, two record tubes are required
for each of the 16 main storage channels. The read signals
are taken off the same heads by capacitance coupling to one

gide of the recording winding. The signals obtained (about
0.4 volt amplitude) are amplified, and gated in 16 GAS6's,
all of which have a common plate connection. The read signal

structs the d.c. signal level as recorded on the drum. The
read-record circuit is shown in Figure 10. The 5005's are
critical and are a matched pair, so that the "one" and "zero"
record currents are equal, The current is sufficient to

is then applied to the myn (memory) flip-flop which recon-
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saturate the drum in either direction, If one of the 5005's
becomes weak there is danger of not erasing the old informa-
tion on the drum,

Since the fall of the clock pulse initiates both the
one and zero record pulses, a delay equivalent to half the
length of a clock pulse is necessary in the read-out circuit.
Without a delay, the trailing edge of the clock pulse might
occur while the "uM" flip-flop is switching.

The reading amplifier can tolerate a 10% reduction in

bandwidth of the reading amplifier is in the order of 300KC.
Most of the plate supply decoupling, shielding, etc. is done
in the memory read-out circuit. There is no problem here of
p.r.f. sensitivity since d.c. coupling is used in the channel
whenever there are unidirectional pulses.

gain before the drive to the flip-flop is affected. The

3.63 Cathode-Follower Circuits

In many places throughout the diode net cathode-followers
were inserted so as not to invert the logic as does the driver
(Figure 11). It has a high impedance input so can be econom-

ically used in circuits already working at a high impedance
level. It is inherently self-clamping, and when returned to
the large negative voltage, the amplitude loss is negligible.

3.64 Permanently Recorded Channels

Special equipment is required in the initial construction
of the machine to record the three permanent channels on the
drum. The most elaborate of these is the word channel, since
the octal digits from 0 to 63 must be recorded circumferentially
around the drum. It is also necessary to permanently record
the clock channel on the drum. This is done in the following
way: a 100 ke sine wave from an accurately calibrated source
is fed into a counter which gives an end-carry pulse each
2688th cycle. The speed of the drum is then carefully adjusted
to obtain one revolution per end-carry from the counter. When

the speed is properly adjusted, the 100 ke signal is recorded
for one revolution of the drum. In operation in the computer,
the clock pulse is sensed, amplified and applied to a Schmitt
circuit which provides the 100 ke square wave as a common

"proposition" throughout the logical net.

The other permanently recorded channel is called the

start-pulse channel. It gives a pulse at the beginning of
every word time. It is used to synchronize the pulse and octal
digit counters on the beginning of a word time when the machine

is started. Thus the proper timing propositions can be utilized
to select any pulse in any given word time, as has been des-
ecribed previously.
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4.0 TESTING AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING

4.1 Methods of Trouble~Shooting

It is very difficult in this machine to use standard signal
tracing techniques in tracking down trouble. Checking is done by
means of the logical equations, from which it can be determined
what voltage level must be present at a certain point in the machine
at a specific time. For example, if the program counter "hangs up"
at a particular block in the flow diagram, one can tell from the
equations what sequence of gating is necessary and where the gates
should come from, in order for program counter to continue its
normal sequence. By referring to the schematic diagram, and by
judicious pulling of key crystal diodes on the board, portions of
the logical net and circuits can be isolated and the trouble traced.

It is possible to observe what happens, to some extent, by
continually repeating a part of the program and watching the wave-
form of the suspected circuit with an oscilloscope, or one can
check voltage levels throughout a part of the net. Suspected
diodes can be checked by the crystal checker to see if any deter~
joration had occurred and if the diodes meet the required standards.
Incorporated on the diode board are a group of switches which will
permit the program to "jump" into a particular program count, or
go on to its completion. By setting another group of switches, the

In thisprogram can be made to jump back into the rest position.
way any section or step of the flow diagram can be isolated and a

cycle can be made to repeat so the action can be observed on an
oscilloscope. No push-button pulse checking in this machine is
possible as it is in Whirlwind I; the trouble-shooting must be
done dynamically. There is no alarm indication in CADAC, and
generally speaking, improper functioning of the computer is indi-
cated when no or wrong answers to test programs are typed out on
the output typewriter, or unintelligible answers come out, or,
of course, when smoke starts pouring out of the machine.

4.2 Difficulties in Trouble-Shooting

The complexity of interconnections among the logical circuits
caused the wiring of the diode boards to become rather messy and
inaccessible. A technique of using the diode-net resistances to
support the bus wire which delivers Bf to the net was used in many

places. There was no consistent color coding of the interconnecting
wires; this makes them difficult to trace. Vector turret miniature

which the components associated with the tubes aresockets upon
mounted were used throughout the machine. Although this method
assures the rigidity of the components, it does make the tube
socket pins and the components inaccessible. The memory and cir-
culating register components were mounted in the form of sub-
assemblies which are subject to vibration of the drum rotation.
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Loose and intermittent connections of the diodes in their clips
have given rise to some trouble.

SIGNED a A
Everett A. Emerson

Cort. Wat:
Arnold M. Werlin

APPROVED
E. S. Rich

FAR/AMW/cp

Appendix, Page 21
Drawings: A-50870

A-50871
A-50872
A-50873
A-50874

ec: R. R. Everett
C. W. Adams
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APPENDIX

Sample CADAC Program

Attached is an example of a CADAC program and the form in
which the output typewriter prints results.
I. PROGRAM

The Program is designed to convert a table of coded decimal
numbers to octal and to print the address of the coded decimal number
with the number, followed by the octal equivalent. The first address
of the table is in the m, position of register 0410, note 0500. Those
positions crossed out are immaterial to the proper operation of the
program, The program is started at register #0404.

II. TABLE OF DECIMAL NUMBERS

The table consists of eight numbers coded so that the decimal
value is represented by two octal digits according to the following
convention.

Decimal # Coded Equivalent Decimal Coded Equivalent

0 00 5 05
1 01 6 06
2 02 7 07
3 03 8 53
4 04 9 54

The eight values are:

Register Value Register Value

0500 #.999999 0504
0501 ae) 0505 foATTLZ
0502 .875 0506 60206
0503 = 0625 0507 69897

TIT. REQUIRED RESULTS; TABLE OF CODED DECIMAL NUMBERS AND THEIR OCTAL

The CADAC performed the computation according to the program
and typed out the required results in about 100 seconds of total operating
time,

All of the numbers on the attached page were typed by the CADAC
. typewriter on the reproducing master. Tables I and II were printed by
using a print out from storage routine. Table III is the required results
printed from the program. .The printed headings were added afterward.
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I. PROGRAM

04.04--17042004450265
0410-37050009000000
0422-23044661500442
0420-07044260:1370454
042-421064,7044810417
0450-17859704460436
0454-21644.701460405
Ci10-
C444.0277779777EET?
0450-01631465146314
0454-0100000:0000000

0500-01545454545454
6504-010500010C05600

0500-01545454525454
0802-01530705000000
0504-01030001000300
0506-01060002000600

0405=1703E004440435
0411.-17040504430430
0415-13044604460440
04.21 =13045404.360436

07044,204510dd2
0431=31 DSOFIG09C000
0435-01000000000006
421-010000CCS0CCCS
0445927
0451-01063146314632
0455-00777777777797

TABLE OF CODED DECIMAL NUMBERS

0501=00050000000000
0505-=01040707010200

TABLE OF COLED DECIMAL CCTAL [QU
01777777571622
01700000000001
01232101152522
01464202325244

0406-15042504550442
0412-170405044350431
0416=15044604470441
0422-11943504-470435
0426-12-044004470440
0432-25045600000000
0456-01 345576625256

MS -CLOCCSOONOcoCO
0452-01000000000020

0502-01530705000000
0506-01060002000600

05021=00050000000000
9593=00000602050000
0505-01040707010200
0507 -01065453540700

0497-25044.200000412
0413-13024604460836
0417

O42T 21045504400416
0483-13040504580405
0437--01900006000000
0445-907777S00CGO00

0453-01000100600000

0503-00000602050000
0507 -010654.55540700

004,00000000000
0004,0000000000
01864222112505
01545676625256
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT : VARIATION OF TRANSISTOR COLLECTOR RESISTANCE WITH COLLECTOR VOLTAGE

Tos 6889 Engineers

Frome: Nolan T. Jones and Robert J. Callahan

Dates March 3, 1952

Abstracts The variation of collector resistance with collector voltage
has been observed for most of the available transistors. The
minimum values of collector resistance differ widely from that
obtained at the value of co1lector voltage used for the standard-

generally by not more than 20%.
while the maximm values differized D-C point measurement 1

9

Introductions

defined as a meaningful §2iue of the colfector back resistance.l However,
non-linearities of this parameter have been apparent, making an analysis of

The value of r volts has been tentativelymeasured at V

the variation desirable.

Detailed investigation of the collector characteristic was also
made in the region of small negative values of V, for a few of the transistors.

Deviation of reo?
Table lists the values of r

point measurement) and the maximum and HPni mim values of
for V 15 volts (the standardized

minimum values of r
are generally within 20% of the value obtained for the D-C point test measure-
ment. The major exceptions to both of these generalizations are Raytheon

co occur at small values of The values of r
Most of the

co

transistors #56, 58, 59 and 24. These units all have low current gain @<1).
Plots of roo V8e Ve are shown in drawings SA-)8309G to SA-)8315G.

Because of the relatively large differences between the minimum and D.-C

characteristics for low values of V, might show enough curvature to warranttest point values, it was felt that a more complete investigation of the Vo

1, Jacobs, John F. and Jones, Nolan T., Standard Transistor Parameter
Measurements, E-)h1.
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a resistance and current generator as a representation of r_.. The

is not serious enough to require such a representation. Characteristics
of the transistors investigated are shown in drawings SA-l8316G to SA-18318G.

results of this investigation indicate that in most cases curvature

Signed
Callahan

Nolan T. Jones

Approved F. Jacobs

Approved rNorman

Illustrations
SA-183096
SA=1,8310G
SA-),8311G
SA=8312G
SA-);8313G
SA-1,8316
Sa~))8315G
SA~1,8316G
SA-),8317G
SA-),8318G
Table 1

ccs Standard Transistor Dist. (15)
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Table 1

Deviation of Teo from the D-C Point Test Value

Transistor
MinimmManufacturer Type Serial ID-€ Point Test Value

Noo (V, = -15 volts)
K* ohms K* ohms

Raytheon CK716 3 21.6 2h 11
Raytheon CK716 h 18.4 20 16.6
Raytheon CK716 12 909 12 906
Raytheon CK716 2h 2608 34.8 19
Raytheon CK716 36 32 36 21
Raytheon CK716 50 3ho2 2202
Raytheon CK716 51 16.6

CK716 52 22 15 230iRaytheon
CK716 53 22 19.8 22Raytheon O

5h 12.8 9o2 14.8Raytheon CK716
12.) 12.8 10. 6Raytheon CK716 55

200Raytheon CK716 56 169
20Raytheon CK716 57 20.8 2305
36.5Raytheon CK716 58 48.5 él. 5

Raytheon CK716 59 h5 5 77 3302
Raytheon CK716 60 13.6 13.8

20Raytheon CK716 61 22.8 2307
G. Eo 20.8 31 10
Ge Eo GLIA D50 25 29
Go Eo G1LA D131 177 20. 2 13.6
G. Eo GLIA D148 19.6 21
Bell 1698 D2215 18 20.4 1305
Bell 1698 D23),N 21.8 2502
Bell 1698 D237N 48.5 2 49
Bell 1698 DLS6N 21.6 2309 15.6
Bell 1698 D62)P 2308 2603 16.4
Bell 1698 D19),s 21.2 21. 2
Bell 1698 D3225 16 19 12.7
Bell 1698 D855S 3h 3702 28.6
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: A NON-DESTRUCTIVE READ SYSTEM FOR MAGNETIC CORES

To: N. H. Taylor
Fron: Dudley A. Buck

Date: March 24, 1952

Abstract: A non-destructive read system for magnetic cores is proposed which
involves a quadrature field and which promises to be faste

The process of recalling information stored in the M. I. T. coinci-
dent-current magnetic-core memory is called destructive. The reading process
destroys the information stored in a memory core, leaving that core in the
"cleared" state regardless of whether it contained, just prior to reading,
a ONE or a ZERO. The information which was destroyed during reading is re-
written in the core as a routine part of the memory's operating cycle.

A non-destructive read system is proposed which would allow magnetic
cores to be read repeatedly without loss of information. The system involves
the use of a second magnetic flux path at the right angles to the first. When
pulsed, the flux in the second path causes a momentary drop in the residual
flux in the first path. If the residual flux is positive, the drop represents
@ negative change of flux; if, on the other hand, the residual flux is nega-
tive, the drop represents a positive change of flux. These changes are
coupled to a sensing circuit via the write winding or via a separate sensing
winding. A more detailed description of the proposed system follows.

,Ring-shaped cores (Fig. la) of highly grain-oriented Molybdenum
Permalloy are used as the memory cores in one of the &. I. T. memories.
As a result of the rolling and magnetic annealing steps in the fabrication
of these cores, their hysteresis loops are nearly rectangular, and they
behave, in many respects, like single ferromagnetic crystals with easy direc-
tions of magnetization in the direction of rolling. A crystal of the material
(Fig. lb) is a cube with easy directions of magnetization along the cube edges.
The magnetization vector of the crystal will, in the absence of an external
field, lie along one of the cube edges.

Between any two directions of easy magnetization there is a hard
direction (Fig. lc). If the magnetization vector of the crystal were pulled
to a hard direction by an external field, and then the external field were
removed, the magnetization vector would snap back to the closest easy direc-
tion. This is the process that takes place on the upper and lower parts of
the hysteresis loop for a magnetic material with a not-too-rectangular
hysteresis loope As one goes from the residual induction point to saturation
(A to A! in Fig. 1d), the magnetization vectors of the domains in the material
rotate into alignment with the applied field, increasing the induction. When
the field is removed, each vector drops back to its closest easy direction
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and the material is once again at the residual induction point. In the
grain-oriented metal cores, easy directions of magnetization already lie
along the direction in which the field is applied, so that the hysteresis
loop is almost perfectly flat on top.

If a field is applied at right angles to the residual induction
vector (Fig. 2a), the vector will be rotated away from its residual direc-
tion toward a hard directione If the 90° field is not too strong, the
vector will snap back to its residual induction position when the 90° field
is removed. When the vector is rotated out of position, its component along
the residual induction path drops in magnitude. The read/write winding on
this path will see a change of induction and therefore it will send a voltage
to the sensing circuit. As already mentioned, the drop in residual induction
represents a negative change if the residual induction is positive (Fig. 2b)
and a positive change if the residual induction is negative (Fig. 2c). The
polarity of the voltage induced in the read/write winding will tell the sens-
ing circuit in which residual state the core is resting, and therefore,
whether it contains a ONE or a ZERO.

A hollow toroid (Fig. 3a) is one possible geometrical arrangement
for using this system. The read/write winding occupies the same position
as it does on presently used toroids while the 90°-field winding lies circum-
ferentially inside the hollow. When the 90°-field winding is pulsed, the
residual induction vectors on the inside circumference of the toroid are
deflected in a direction opposite to that in which the residual induction
vectors on the outside circumference of the toroid are deflected. Similarly,
the vectors on the top and bottom of the toroid are deflected in opposite
directions. The net effect is a drop in the magnitude of the component of
the residual induction around the toroid as the vectors are twisted (Fig. 3b).
If the toroid is sliced length-wise, as shown, to facilitate putting in the
90 -field winding, the air gap thus introduced does not affect the rectangu-
larity of the main hysteresis loop; it merely dilutes the 90 field.

The maximum value of the 90° field is that value not quite large
enough to pull the magnetization vector up to a hard direction of magnetiza-
tione The maximum change in residual induction is seen to be (Fige 4):

6Bnax <3, (1 - cos 45°)
<.293 B

It is interesting to note that when using a material having a
rectangular hystéresis logp, this system is a unidirectional transformere A

signal inserted in the 90 -field winding will appear across the read/write
winding put a signal fed into the read/write winding will not appear across
the 90°-field winding. The 90°-field circuit will not load the core during
writing; nor will writing transients feed back into the 90 -field circuit.

Finally, the sensing operation does not involve the destruction
and formation of domain boundary walls. Therefore, there is no hysteresis
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loss associated with this system; the 90° field does not have to supply
any energy in the form of hysteresis loss because switching of the material
does not take place. For this reason the scheme promises to make possible
a non-destructive read system which is fast.

Signea
Dudley Buck

Approved
ta

William N. Papian

DAB/ jk
Drawings attached:

A-51080 Fig. 1
A-51081 Fig. 2
A-51082 Fig. 3
A-51083 Fig. 4
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: THE USE OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA IN LOGICAL DESIGN

Tos N. Taylor
From: R. C. Jeffrey, I. S. Reed

April 15, 1952 (Revised April 28, 1952)Date:

Abstract: This note is a practical description of Boolean algebra and its
application to the analysis and synthesis of digital computers.It 1s argued that knowledge of the theory and methods described
here is equivalent in value to considerable experience and in-
genuity in the logical design of computers, and that it provides
a way of bringing a novice in the field up to the point where he
can make contributions considerably more quickly than this is
done at present,

1.0 INTRODUCTION

To a first approximation we can describe a binary computer as
a get of 2 state memory devices functionally connected by an information
processing network, This first approximation to any particular computer
represents its logical design; if it has been well engineered and well
constructed, the approximation will be useful: for example, we may then
ignore the fact that the voltages at critical points in the machine may
assume any one of a continuous range of values.

It is customary to represent the logical structure of a machine
by block diagrams, Unfortunately, you cannot calculate with block dia-
grams: they ere merely expository devices, Everyone will agree that it
would be helpful to be able to represent machines by sets of equations
for which we know simple rulea of transformation. Much would then become
routine which now requires more or less experience and ingenuity, leading
the designer more quickly to the important decisiona.

There exists a system of mathematics within which such calculation
is possible. Its mechanical rules are simpler than those of ordinary
algebra, as will be seen in the next section. With a very little practice
at it, a novice in the field of digital computers can solve, with under~
standing, a large class of non-trivial problems. Yor example, the follow-
ing problem is solved later in the text.
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Design a three bit "counter" with the following "oops":

FF1 FF2 FF3

1 1 0

0 1 0 (passes from 000 into its

0 0
1 1 1

1
between 110 and 011)

1

0 0

1 0 0 cycle, but 0 is not
0 1 included in the cycle)0

i 10
1 (sticks on 101)1

Such devices might be used aa operation counters,

We do not by any means suggest that facility at Boolean algebra
will supercede experienge and ingemuty in the logical design of computers.
Rather

experience and ingenuity of the novice: a unified theory accelerates and

deepens learning. _

(1) the algebra provides a way of efficiently channeling the

(2) 4% allows the practicing designer 4mmediatve access to the
4mportant, non-routine problems: 'they allow him to use his skill where
4% counts.

2.0 BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

Boolean algebra ie most often developed as an abstract mathema-

tical system, the interpretation being left open. Here, however, we parallel
each step in the exposition of the theory with its counterpart in terms of
the familiar block -diagrams in the hope of promoting a sense of confidence
and femiliarity with the new technique.

The voltage (or current or whatever physical magnitude represents
4nformation) at any logically important point in a machine may be repres-
ented to a first approximation as a function of time which, for every velue
of +, is either 0 orl. Any 4n such a function will then be a jump

discontinuity.
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Exenples

D.c.
Level

t
Pulses

Gate

The elements of our algebra are such Boolean functions of time.

We define four operations on such functions:
from x(t) and y(t) new Boolean functions. For conciseness we shall omit

ways of compounding

t isthe time variable in the following table in which, for example, x
an abbreviation for "x! (+)" and "x+ y" abbreviates x(t) + y(t)".
Under "Graph" we show the output waveform
hen the inputs, x(t) and y(t), ares

Name Table (One Physical Block Diagram Graph
Realization

Sum a 4

Partial Proposal :

Cyclic

Not; ~ xxol
Complement 1 0

And; xy x000 3

Logical 01 0. x xx
Product 2 2 1

1

Or; xy xy 4

101 ary
o 1 1

x ' x
Sum: See0

Sun; 101 4
Symmetric 1 1 0
Difference
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Since there are a finite number of different ways of assigning
O and 1 as values to n variables, it will always be possible to completely
Gescribe any Boolean function by a table as we have done for the four above.

For n inputs there are 22" Boolean functions, any one of which
might be realized electronically in some simple way. The algebra is neutral
on thig issues new physical realizations of functions which previously had
to be built up out of others have algebraic representations waiting for them
and can be integrated, without changing the algebra, into the data of the
degign problem.

To proceed with the formalism: there are 29 waya of assigning
one of the two values, 0, 1, to each of n variables. Then it is practical
to check any presumed theorem of our algebra by substituting (in tabular
form) each possible combination of values for the variables on each side
of the equation. Thus we can prove that the cyclic sum, , 1s represented
by this combination of gates, mixers and inverters:

x® y (xey!) + (xt op)
000 ool o1a0
o11- 000 21211
110 111 1 000
101 100 0 001
by.

'definition
4dentical
for all

INV

Note that once the 4 pairs of values of x, y are listed, the values ofX97

x' and y' are determined, and from these, x.y', x'.y and xy' + x'y.

By the same tabular method each of the following theorems of
the algebra can be proved. Again, for conciseness, we have omitted time
variables.
Law of Double Negation: (x')'= x. xxx

expression is the complement of that expression. The result of that inter-
change in a theorem is another theoren. )

Dual Theorems (The result of interchanging and '1', ™%! and '.! in an
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For Products

No Powers

!

Multipl b constant as

in arithmetic:

Lx=x yr x
x

x.x' =0

Page 5

For Suns

No Numerical
Coefficients: x*+x=x

x "eth 4 x

Addition of a constant:

O.x Low. 0GT Ht
x

OFx=x LOW
x

GT

1
1

EF

GT

1
FE

Ageoeciative and Gommtative awe: Ignore grouping and order

in pure products:

x(yz) = (xy)s = xyz

xy= yx

De Morgan's Theorem: (x + y)' = x!y'

p in arithmetic:

x.(y +z) = xy + xz

in pure sums3

(yte) =(xty)

(xy) = x! + y!

Distributive Laws

Madd through" a product:
"Multiply through" ad factor Unlike arithmetic; you may also

xt (y.z).= (xt y).(xt z)

GT GT

4
42
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A very handy simplification: x+x'yaxy
N

FF FF

Theorems of more purely theoretical interest:

angion of 'I!
I ie the sum of all I =x + x!
of
22

5
ossible products

and = + xty + xy! + xty'
their primes. = xyz + x'yz + xyte + x'yts + xys' + + xty's!

= xyzw + ......(14 terms) +

Each function of p variables can be represented by dropping some of the

terms ofthe above sum:

f(x) = (1)x + (0)x!
(x,y) = (1,1)xy + (0,1)x'y + (1,0)xy' + (0,0)x'y'
(x,y,2) = (1,1,L)xye.t + (0,1,0)x!yz! F + (0,0,0)x'y's!
etc.

Hote the relation between zeros in the argument places and primes on

the corresponding variables.

variables

This last theorem is of special importance since it allows us to write
an algebraic expression for a function directly from its table:

The table is an abbreviation of 4 statements:f(x,y)
1 14 2 (1,1) =i
0 (0,1) = 0
1 (1,0)
0 2 (0,0)

f(x,y) = (1,1)x7 + (0,1)x'y + (1,0)xy' + (0,0)x'y'
= l.zy + O.x'y + +

=xy +0 + xy! + x'y'
™ xy xy' +
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A further example:

x

g(x,y,2) = xy'z + xyz! + xty'g!0 01 0

As an excercise, note that in the first example, f(x,y) can be further
simplified to x+y'. (Factor, and use the theorems: ata! =1;
laa=a; ata'b=a bd)

3.0 APPLICATION TO PASSIVE NETWORKS

We may now illustrate the technique of reducing networks which
do not contain memory elements. It is assumed that all pulses occur at
the same time, so the time variable will be dropped.

Example of translation of equations into block diagram

as outputs and assume that a and b arex= ab + a! Here regard a and b as inputs, x, y and 2
A + b

4 2) obtained from FF's so that both a, b and
y = a' and b! are available.
z=at (ab)! \

a
d

INV o

ty
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Simplification This design contains redundancies in the sense that fewer
gates and inverters may be used to get the same outputs for each input:

Since xt xty=xty
+b

By De Morgan's theorem

yeatd
=1

Thus z is simply a point which is permanently at, say, high voltage.

=1 + bd?

This gives as a simpler equivalent block design

a

+
Example of translation of block diagram into symbols:

We may analyze the circuit following and simplify it by first
translating it into equations:

A

a

x=GT GT GT INV
(a a
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Bow we simplify: aa' = 0 and 0.b=0. Then the aa*b term vanishes.

at atb =atb. Hence x [ps (a + »)] By De Morgan's theorem,

b+ (a+ b)' and by another application
x=btatyl -

Simplified block diagram:

a
GT

t

A further simplification, which will eliminate the gate, is left as an
exercisé,
Translation of tables into equations

It is desired to construct a circuit with the properties given
by the table:

b c x
1 1 1

1 1
1 1 1

O 1 O
1 0

1 0
1 1

O

which tells, for each possible triad of input values, the desired output.

We find the desired x = f(a,b,c) as a sum of the products assoc-
fated with the 1's in the table.

x =ab'c + ab'c! = ab'(c +c!) = ab'(1) = ab!

Then c is superfluous:
a

GT&
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The devices indicated above have their analogies in the methods
of Aiken and Shannon. However, the treatment of flip-flops in the next
section is new, and represents a radical advance over other methods.

4.0 THE FLIP-FLOP EQUATIONS

At this point it becomes necessary to explicitly indicate the
dependence on time of the variables in our discussion. Expressions like
'A(t)' represent voltage (or current or whatever physical quantity is
used as the realization of our 0 and 1) at particular ponts in the machine
at time t If 'A(t)' is such an expression, 'A(t +T will be the voltage
(or whatever) at the same point in the machine T seconds later.

For definiteness, let us assume we are dealing with a clocked
machine, i.e., a machine in which any changes in state of the FF's must
occur at discrete times, the times at which the clock pulses occur. Call
the period of the clock T.

We shall analyze, under the name 'flip-flop' an Eccles-Jordan
multivibrator with 2 inputs, a clear and a set, with a cross-over circuit

occurs and the FF is complemented. This is somewhat different (superfic-
jally) from the WWI sort of FF which is provided with 3 inputs, no 2 of

is simple, once the equation for the present type is established.

such that when both inputs ere fon! simultaneously, triggering action

which may be ton! at once. However, the transformation to the W variety

We know that the state of the FF after the inputs have been

2)
the

to)
(1) which input has been pulsed (has value I) and

the state of the at the time the input was pulsed: a(tt?)=f [ a(t) a(t) A(t
For example, if neither input is pulsed, i.e., if a(t) = a(t) = 0, then
the FF state doesn't change: A(t + T) = A(t).- If°only the clear side
is pulsed [ a(t) =1, a(t) = the state of the FF goes to 0 regardless
of what it was before: a(t + =0. and if the FF is complemented by
pulsing both inputs (a(t) = a(t) =I) then a(t + 7) = A'(t). These
characteriatics of the FF may be summarized by the following table.

A(t + 7) on (t) (t) A(t) Explanation

Complement
Set
Clear
No change
Complement
Set
Clear
No change_
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This table determines A(t + T) as a function of the inputs and the state
at time t. To get an equation for the FF we represent the table in the
form

A(t +2) =f [pa(t) >a(t) ,a(t) =

(1,1,1) a(t)a(t)a(t) + + (0,0,0) al(t)a'(t)a'(t),
that is, as a sum of those products which correspond to the '1's under "a(t + ft)".

A(t +1) = (ta(t)a(t) + a! (tat (t)a(t) + a(tja(t)Ai (t) + a! (t)a(t)a! (t)
Factoring a' (e)a(t)* from the lst 2 terms and "a(t)a'(t)" from the 2nd 2 terme:

A(t +0) cat(t)act) (a(t) + at(t)] + a(tat(t) [Ja(t) + at(t)
and since x + =I andx.I =x

A(t + 2) = b(t)A(t) + a(t)a'(t)
This is the flip-flop equation, which describes the action of a FF the way
x(t) O y(t) = x(t)y?(t) + x'(t)y(t) describes the action of a partial sun
circuit. Here, however, we deal essentially with a difference in time (it
is this fact which made the analysis of the FF come later than that of
"instantaneous" networks in Boolean algebra).

Now the problem of designing a circuit using flip-flops is simply
that of connecting the proper network onto the two inputs. That is, if we

know a(t) and a(t) as functions of the ultimate inputs to the circuit we

can dfaw block diagrams for the inpute to the flip-flops and hence have the
circuit.
Illustrations of Circuit Desien viaFlip-Flop Equations

2 Stage Binary Counter

(This example is chosen because the result is familiar. In the
next example we illustrate the use of this method in analyzing a more

difficult problem.) We wish the counter to be cyclic, i.e., the successive
states of the flip-flop are as shown. The flip-flop will progress from
each state the next after a coun command (P(t)).

Gn) Ge]
A,A

1
01
11
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Apparently we need to clear FF1 in only one case when A, and Ao are
both 1 and there ig a. count pulse.

Tims 9a, (6) = Ay(t)Ag(t)P(t)
In other cases where Aj = 0 the previous state was also 0, so no pulse
is required to maintain the state. Note that we are designing in terms
of the changes in state of the flip-flops, and not in terms of the states
themselves.

We must set A, when A, = 0, Ag = 1 and there is a count pulse

ay(t) = Ay" (t)ag(t)P (+)
Similarly for 4

Clear: = +

i.e., we wish to clear A, when either of these two conditions exists:

v

A, =0, 4 =1, pulse
A =1, 4, =1, pulse

Now we can factor: A, '()a(t)P(t) + A, (t)a,()P(+).
= a,' ce) + a (+) a,(t)P(t) = [1] an(+)P(+)a

(t)

fhus we wish to clear A, poles it holds al, a fact
is a0).hich might have been réad directly from the table (regardless of what

ig in the left hand column, the successor of any '1' under

Finally, to set

an(t) + PCE)

= [A,'(t) + a, (8)] ap? (#)P(t)
=

ant (8)PCt)

which means that is to be cleared on the next pulse whenever it holds
a 10? regardlees 8,
the table.
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We now have, for the equations for the changes to the grids of
the flip-flop, the following (abbreviated by dropping the 't');

@1= Ai 'AgP

ot2= AgP

ag= Ao'P

These may be reduced by replacing 'AgP? in the first equation by
(from the third) end ditto in the second:

of1= 41 982

aj= Aj" 982

ao= Ao'P

&o= A2

Thus we have eliminated several gates, The block diagram is unfamiliar
because of the use of two-input flip-flops.

a! A, 2 Ae0, G, ofa a,

GT

6T

P

Using only the trigger inputs of flip-flops results in a simpler circuit:

Here =a =,8. The flip-flop equation becomes

A(t + 7) = a(t)at(t) ta'(t)a(t) =
C C C
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Returning to the table, A) should be complemented whenever Az = 1

o®] = AgP

and for Ao: P (complemented on every pulse)

The Block Diagram

aA A

ef, ch,

GT

Hote that the delay necessary so that Ao will change after P has tried
to pass the gate is assumed to exist in the FF. This was implicit in
our original FF equation.

We now indicate, without much comment, the solution of the less
familiar problem proposed in the introduction. We shall use only the
complement input to the flipflops (except -for reading in numbers » & simple
process which we wont include in the problem). The "counter" changes
atate when it receives a command pulse, P(t).

Ay Ag Ay

1 0 Li 0 1 (stick)

1 1 0 A(t)
0 1 i

( bbreviated form of the ful equation011

i A(t+ T) = ga(t)@a(t))010
00

We are concerned only with the1

1 1 in the states of the flip-flops.1 0
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For At ga = (AAS! + AAAS + A, 'ADA! + AAAS! DP

=
[Aras (Ap + + As!)

For Ap}
= (A tA, 1

hg + Ay tApAg! + Ay Ay A, + AyADAS)P

For Aj?
= (A,ApA,' + Ay 'ADA, AAD + Ay 'A,'Ag)P
= [nas (Ag + Ap") + Ay + Ay") F

of = (AAS + A 'AD)P

a

A A (A +A3) 'Az! +
331 2

C 2 2 2a A +A (a, + 4A> P3

3

C 3a

In order to simplify the block diagram for this counter let us
assume that we have available "package" realization of @y.

= + 4)? as before

2 2

a, = (A,Oa,)P
A A

We may now (assuming that inverters are cheap) use the same circuit for
A Oa, in the second and third equations.

GT no
GT

A a 3

~

3A

A,A
QT GT

GT

>
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In case inverters are more expensive than gates, we might synthesize
4,@ 43)! directly

A,

A,

A,As

Ag f

[Note that this is the dual of the circuit for we interchanged gates(.)
and mixers (+) .

nal exemple of the use of the algebra in synthesizing
circuits we shall design an adder.

Let A; and By; be the digits to be added in stage #i, and let
the carry into this'stage be C
the well known table governs the action of the stage:

Then the carry out wil be C

A,(+) B, (+) Cy (4 Cy y(%) 4,(% +7)
11 1 1
11 1
11 1

11
11 1 0

101
101

Note that we require the carry to be instantaneous: there is to be no
cumulative delay from stage to stage. Also note that the sum is to be
stored in Ay. This time our table does not represent the successive states
of a counter! We are interested in successive states of Ay. These are
indicated row by row by looking first at column one and then at the parallel
entry in the last column. Use complementable FF: (we wish to complement
in cases 3, 4, 5, 6). Note that these are just the cases in which B, (+) =

) i.e. -1
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command: P(t) .
a (+) =

By (4) c, (t) P(t) [We have introducedc 1 ) the ada

Now we need to know how to get +1(t) as a function of the three
parameters on the left. Apparently

C (A,B,C, + A,'B,C, + A,B, °C, + 4,3,0, ")P

which can be factored:

or in unabbreviated form:

2,

Oy + at) =
[By (t)0,(4) + (8 (4) @ 0, (4)a, ( +) P(t)i

Note that because of the delay presumed inherent in the flip-flop G, +1
will depend on the original A(t), before complementing.

Further reductions Since B, (+) @ (+) appears in both equations:

a(t) = [B, (+) Oo,(+)] P(t)

oy + ptt) =
By (tC,(P(t) + (tA, (+)4

Now C,(t) 18 a result of gating various inputs from previous stages with
the command pulse, P(t). Therefore, we need not multiply it again by P(t):

a (t) = B,(t)P(t)@ 6, (*)

t) = B, (t), (+) + (tA,Ct)i +1
Block Diagram

A,
racy

GT

Bi

Ay

eT

T
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5.0 DELAY ELEMENTS

To illustrate our method of treating delay elements, consider
the following device for realizing x@ y on the trigger input to a flip-flop.

a(t+}) +4 (+)
cea

4 (+) a(t) DE 4 (+)
2b+$)

It has already been noted that the realization of@ with ordinary electronic
components requires two gates, two inverters (unless the complements of the
inputs are also available) and a mixer; it is advantageous to trade for all
this a delay element and a single mixer, The action of the second cirenit
is simple: if x and y both occur, the flip-flop is complemented twice,
resulting in no change, whereas if one but not the other oceurs it is
complemented only once.

We can easily derive the equivalence of the two circuits in our
formalism, but we have as yet no mechanical way of determining where it
would be judicious to introduce delays. In this respect our treatment of
delays parallels that of flip-flops: the introduction of both flip-flops
and delays is a problem of planning, The design problem takes those ele-
ments as data together with their operation cycle, and asks for the most
economical connecting network which meets the "boundary conditions".
(The analogy between flip-flops and delay elements has as its theoretical
basis the fact that any delay element can be represented as a flip-flop
gated with a clock of appropriate frequency and phase.)

6.0 OTHER PROBLEMS AND APPLICATIONS

Magnetic Devices

Ceramic and ferromagnetic cores act as memory devices in such a

way that there is generally no continuous signal output indicating that the
core holds a ora 'l'. It has already been proposed that such devices
be interpreted as flip-flops with built-in gates.

The main apparent difficulty in applying this algebra to magnetic
devices is that from a 2 atate core, three outputs are possible: a pulse
of "+" polarity, a pulse of "=" polarity and no pulse. We :ish, if possible,
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to avoid going over to a three-valued algebra for the analysis of these
devices, first because of the complexity of such a formalism, and second
because the cores are themselves devices which have only two states of
magnetization in current applications,

It would be easy enough to resort to some such device as lumping
together two of the three outputs from a core for the purposes of analysis;
but it remaing to be seen' whether such a device will result in a theory
which ignores important logical possibilities in circuits using magnetic
cores. For further remarks, see Appendix III.
Probability in the Boolean Machine

When a computer is interpreted as a physical realization of a
set of Boolean equations it becomes possible to apply probability theory
4n such a way that we obtain information about the density of information
in critical registers. The plication to input-output problems (buffer
storage, etc.) is apparent. articles by Reed in Bibliography. )

Combinatorial Problems: Planning vs. Design

We have shown a method whereby, given the desired cycle, a logic-
ally optimum counter may be designed (relative to existing "packaged"
realizations of logical functions). But this theory sheds no direct light
on the problem: whet is the most desirable cycle for a given application?
Rather, we have suggested that the theory, in reducing the actual design
to a routine process, leads the designer more quickly to that crucial

there are 220 different "counting" cycles which might be obtained. The
optimum electronic realizations of these are not all of the same complex-
ity; and often, in a particular application (say where arbitrary meanings
are assigned to the various stages of the count) any one of a number of
these cycles would be equally useful, The problem is then not: "What,
for the given cycle, is the optimal realization?", but rather, "Comparing
a number of usable cycles and their optimal realizations, which of these
4s optimum? (which of a number of relative minima is least?)

question. N flip-flops are capable of 2" different configurations, and

We might call such decisions combinatorial rather than logical.
The algebra, as developed here, provides no complete solutions to such
problems. However, it appears that the problem may be soluble by further
analysis. (One possibility is this: formulate a set of fully mechanical
rules for deciding between two circuits on grounds of relative complexity
in terms of available components; then program a computer to work out nu

minimum, )
optimal designs (relative inima) and decide between them as to the absolute

In general, the broader questions of computer planning are
luminated but not solved by the present theory. It is entirely possible
that further theoretical development, incorporating combinatory, statistical
and information=theoretic elements with the present theory may lead to a

mathematical treatment of the broader questions concerning the organization
of computing machinery.
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The present theory gives something like the following general
picture of digital computers. Any particular analog computer may be re-
garded as a physical realization or analyzer of a set of differential
equations. Similarly we may regard any digital computer, general purpose
or otherwise, as a physical realization or analyzer of a set of Boolean
difference equations.

The equations analysed by a machine may be studied in a perfectly
abstract way (this has not been done here) just ae the machine may be
studied as a physical entity. Then two points of view are possible:

(1) The Boolean difference equations describe the working of
the machine.

(2) The machine realizes or analyzes the equations.

It is the validity of the second point of view which motivates
the building of any machine.

History of this Theory and Relation to Other Theor4es

The English mathematician, George Boole, presented, in 1847, the
first workable but cumbersome predecessor of the present sort of formalism.
He was interested in its interpretation as an algebra of logic and of
probability, and it was the application to logic which inspired the investi-
gations of his successors, W. S. Jevons, C. S. Peirce, E. Schroeder and
others in increasing the power and simplicity of the algebra.

One logical interpretation of the present algebra is thiss let
the variables (dropping the time arguments altogether) represent sentences

are interpreted respectively as falsity and truth, so that 3>2= I but

4s true only when both x and y are true: (3>5).(3>2) = 0. x+y is
x and/or y (briefly: x or y), which is true if x is true or y is true or
both are true (3>5)+ (3>2)=2 I. Similar interpretations may be found
for the other Boolean functions, and it will be seen that, on this inter~
pretation, the theorems of the system are those laws of logic which apply
to propositions and their combinations.

such as "3>2", "3>5" and "Water boils at 100°C." The two values 0 and I
"x" 4a false, and vice

) "44 is not the case that x" or briefly3>5 ttt is the sentence which is true when
versa: (thecon adi to of
®not Therefore > I. "x.y is the sentence x and y. which

When we drop the assumption thet the variables may have only
the two values 0 and I there results a formalism which haa as one of its
interpretations a logic of classes containing the classical theory of
syliogisms.

It was, as far as we know, Claude Shannon who, in 1938, first
published an interpretation under which the algebra becomes a theory of
relay and switching circuita. Shannon's interpretation led the way to an
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application of the algebra to static information-processing networks ofall kinds, including those used in present-day electronic digital computers.
However, Shannon's theory took no account of the dependence. on time of the
states of a computer. Therefore, while it led to an analysis of networks

. Of gates, mixers, inverters and the rest, it did not permit an analysis of
flip-flops. That theory was no substantial help in designing counters,
adders and so on.

After Shannon, the principal development of algebraic methods
in this field came from Burkhart, Kalin and Aiken of the Harvard Compute-
tion Laboratory. In the form in which it was published in 1951, their
algebra (which shared with Shannon's a lack of adequate means for represent-

Boolean Algebra Aiken's Formulation

x! lex
xy xy

x+y x+y - XY

Superficially, the Aiken algebra is easier to use than Boolean
algebra, since it is merely ordinary arithmetic restricted to 0 and I.
However, for every new law which one must learn in order-to use Boolean
algebra, one must learn an arithmetical trick to use the Aiken algebra.
Consider, for example, the transformation which in Boolean algebra is
accomplished by De Morgan's theorem:

(xy)!
.

x! 4y'

to handle as Boolean algebra. Furthermore, it has the disadvantage that

either 0 or 1, yet such expressions often contain parta which are neither
0 nor 1, and hence meaningless. Thus if x=sy -1, x+y- xy = 1, but
part of it, x + y, is 2, which is meaningless in the interpretation. We

have examined this matter here in some detail in order to Justify our use
of a simple but unfemiliar formaligm rather than a familiar but unexpect-

ing time variables) was an arithmetic of 0 and I,

( + and . have the meanings ( + and . have their ordinary
used in this text) arithmetical meanings)

In Aiken's algebra it becomes necessary to delicately introduce 1's nd

parentheses in order to go fron 1 = xy (our (y)'") (lex) (1-y)
(1-x)(l-y) (our + y'" Then Aiken's arithmetic is at least as hard

while an entire expression such as "x+y - xy' our 'x + y') ia always

edly complicated one.
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The present theory, with its use of time variables throughout,is the work of Irving S. Reed. To our knowledge it is the first analysis
of computing machines powerful enough to provide a general method for
synthesizing flip-flop circuits such as accumulators by straightforward
ealculation. Furthermore, by designing not in terms of the sequence of
states of the flip-flops, but rather in terms of the changes in their
states, we are led directly to a minimal design, without the use of such
cumbersome devices as "minimization charts".

It should be stressed that the present report is an account of
the most direct and easily used practical outcomes of the theory. For a
yigorous mathematical account of the theory the reader is referred to the
papere by Reed in the Bibliography. The introduction of time variables
makes possible an extension of Boolean algebra into analysis. The theoret-
feal background of the results presented here is an analogue of the calculus
and theory of ordinary differential equations, based, not on ordinary
arithmetic, but rather on Boolean algebra.

These methods were used, in a restricted form, in the design of
the MADDIDA and CADAC computers, beginning in the winter of 1947. One of
the results of the theoretical studies has been that the present method
is applicable to pulse circuits in general, and not only to computers
using a special sort of clock waveforn.
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APPENDIX I
Summary

x y
1 1 0 1 1 0
0 2 1 1 1
1 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 1

There are 22° distinct functions of n variables, some of which are repeti-

above as a function of two variables (its value is defined forall 4 values
of x, y; but since it is actually definable in terms of x alone, it is
really a function of 1 variable). The two functions of 0 variables are
0 and I.

tions of functions of appears1, 1, 0 variables. E.g.,

are an infinite number of functions in terms of which all
functions can be defined. The two such functions of 2 variables arey and

« For

x\x = x!

(xly) | (xly) = xy

It follows that all other functions are definable in terns of | » since all
functions are definable in terms of not and and:

x+ y= (xty')!
x@ y= xy' + x'y
etc.

Physical Realizations of Functionas

(The list 1s not complete) (In the magnetio circuits current in the indi-
cated directions represents 1; no current representa 0; diodes might be

necessery to prevent back flow and for clamping. )
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Complement Product

For n inputs:

Le eee%, Xv

§ am 1 wm,

output pulse is inverted,
For Iwan give

network are such that when
(Bias and voltage dividing
the grid goes positive, the

[Pulses]
x' point goes down to zero.) 4 Levels

For wy v (shown with wer):

@ asJ

+

Bia
MALL unk m

meg +

xey [Pulses]
Provides Pomel ; cation;

pulse is inverted,
Levels7

x, x
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Partial Sum

If you can ignore the polarity of the output and depend on the
coincidence in time, duration, amplitude and shape of x and y ___-----__

Otherwise

Black Box, #1 Black Box #2

(rf the variables and also (If the variables,
their primes are available.) primes, are avail

xe- x

4 t-

4

but not their
ble.

7
x INV

Gr eT
4
( 4 INV

4 xOY

It follows from the statements on the previous page thet, given realiza-
tions of not and and, black box realizations of all other functions can
be constructed. And given realizations of needed black boxesor 4
can be constructed.

friggers when both inputs
are pulsed at once.

Flip-Flops A

a(t +€) = a(t)a'(t) # (t)a(t)a
(Reduces to the first case

A(t + €) = ,a(t) @A(t) when a = a)
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Magnetic
Memory Core

(t) a(t) A(t) A(t+€) a dO > (4) (A)
1 1 1

1 1 1
1

1
0 1

currents as shown
represent 1. No
current represents 0.

0

Value of A: 4 =1, $=0 R=a (A)

A(t +€) = a (+) + a(+) A(t) + a (t) ° a(t A' (+)

R(t) = yatta! (+)a(t)

This can-be set and cleared; read out by clearing (4 the core held al
there will be a pulse out). However: it won't trigger aa shown, and the
readout is a single pulse, rather than a D.C. level.
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APPENDIX II
Some Theorems of Boolean Algebra

Ignore order and grouping in pure sums and pure products.

"Multiply through" and factor as in ordinary algebra, and "add
through" a product.

a(bs c) = aby ac

a+ (boc) = (a+ b).(a+ oc)

O+ x= x 0.x = 0 z+ x' -1
t x

1+ x= 1 1.x = X x ° x =X x!

Expansion of a Function

(x,y,2) = (0,0,0)x'y's' + (1,0,0)xy'z! + .... + (1,1,1)xyz

In particular, for the constant function f(x,y,2) = 1 for all x,y,2, we get

I = xtytet + xy's! % xyz (all 8 terms are present)

and for the constant f(x,y,z) =0 we get
= (xtytz)o(x'tytz)e..ce(x'ty!tz!) (all'8 factors are present )

De Morgan's Law: (xy)' = x ty! ; (xty)' = x'y!
Blimination of a factor; xtx'y=xty
Theorems relating to @:

x®@(y@z) = (x@y)@z
@y =y@x

0,0,0) [(1,0,0) + [#(2,2,2) +
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(x@®y)' = x'@y @y'
[(x@y)! is aninteresting function: it is 1 exactly when x and y

have the same value.

x(y@z) = ® xz

If x@y = z, x=y@z (Permits solution of equations)

x@o=x
x!

x@x=0
For a more complete list of theorems, see works of Couturat and

Whitehead listed in Bibliography.

Any expression can be put in the form:

Ax t Bx!

e.g., the equation for the FF with 2 inputs is in that form.

fo complement such an expression it is sufficient to complement
the "coefficients":

(Ax + Bx')' = A'x + Bix!

@



:
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APPENDIX III
Core Analysis with 3 Valued Logic

gett) a(t) a(t) a(e+€) R(t)
"1 0 a(t) = +1 has same effect

0 0

0 0 =] 0 Ris wound so that when
1 0 the state of the core is.

1 1
1

1 01 a(t) = +1
=] 0 1 11

0
moving toward 1, R=1, 1i.e.,-1 1 1 1

0 1 -1 1 1
1 1 -1 ) (
1 0 0

< att +€)
0 01 -1 1 0

11 0
= a(t

0 1 > a(t +€)
1 0 0 means

1
0 1 0 1 1 a

1 0 0 01

0 1 =] fea1111

1
1

111

of cares1 0 1 2 0
0 1 1 0

1 0 1 \= +
1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 0

"sy1 1 1 2 0

MWe IO,positive as

The rules of 3 valued algebra are more cumbersome than those of the present
theory.

Note that cores require a 3 valued analysis only to the same extent thet
vacuum tube circuits do. In vacuum tube circuits, too, there are three
possible inputs and outputs: positive, negative and zero pulses. In
trying to account for such circuits in terms of 0 and 1 alone, we are

valued analysis ia itself a high-order abstraction from the real situationsomewhat farther from reality than when we use -1, 0 and 1. But the three

with its contimum of infinitely many values.
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The point is that we pay for the additional simplicity of each
higher order of abstraction in faithfulness of the resulting black-and-
white picture of the real situation.

We believe that a 3 valued analysis would be of use, but the
use would be a better evaluation of the limitations of the two valued
approach. There may exist combinations of elements whose utility depends
on the polarities of the pulses involved. Such designs could be "cranked
out" of a 3 valued analysis. But it may be that, having recognized them,
they can be introduced into the two valued analysis by special devices.
One such device is translating a single-pulse-train:

Pos.
into two:



:
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: THE USE OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA IN LOGICAL DESIGN

Tos Ne He Taylor
rom: sR. GC. Jeffrey, I. S. Reed

Date: April 15, 1952 (Revieed April 28, 1952) (Revised October 21, 1952)

:

Abstract: This note is a practical description of Boolean algebra and its
application to the analysis and synthesis of digital computers.It is argued that knowledge of the theory and methods described
here is equivalent in value to.considerable experience and in-
genuity in the logical design of computers, and that it provides
a way of bringing a novice in the field up to the point where he
can make contributions considerably more quickly than this is
done at present.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

To a first approximation we can describe a binary computer as
a set of 2 state memory devices functionally connected by an information
processing network. This first approximation to any particular computer
represents its logical design; if it has been well engineered and well
constructed, the approximation will be useful: for example, we may then
ignore the fact that the voltages at critical points in the machine may
assume any one of a contimious range of values.

It ia customary to represent the logical structure of a machine
by block diagrams. Unfortunately, you cannot calculate with block dia-
grams: they are merely expository devices. Everyone will agree that it
would be helpful to be able to represent machines by sets of equations
for which we know simple rules of transformation. Much would then become
routine which now requires more or less experience and ingenuity, leading
the designer more quickly to the important decisions.

There exists a system of mathematics within which such calculation
4s possible. Its mechanical rules are simpler than those of ordinary
algebra, as will be seen in the next section. With a very little practice
at it, a novice in the field of digital computers can solve, with under-
standing, a lerge class of non-trivial problems. For example, the follow-
ing problem is solved later in the text.
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Design a three bit "counter" with the following "loops":

FFL FF2 FF3

1 1 0
0 1 1

-2 0
(alternates between 110 and 012)

0 1 (passes from 000 into its
1 0 0 cycle, but 000 is not

1 1 1
1 O 1-1 0 1 (sticks on 101)

Such devices might be used as operation counters.

We do not by any means suggest that facility at Boolean algebrawill supercede experience and ingenuity in the logical design of computers.
Rather

(1) the algebra provides a way of efficiently channeling the
experience and ingenuity of the novice: a unified theory accelerates and
deepens learning.

(2) 4t allows the practicing designer immediate accesa to the
important, non-routine problems: they allow him to use his skill whereit counts.

2.0 BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

Boolean algebra is most often developed as an abstract mathema-
tical system, the interpretation being left open. Here, however, we parallel
each step in the exposition of the theory with ite counterpart in terms of
the femiliar block diagrams in the hope of promoting a sense of confidence
and familiarity with the new technique.

The voltage (or current or whatever physical magnitude represents
4nformation) at any logically important point in a machine may be repres-
ented to a first approximation as a function of time which, for every value
of t, is either 0 or 1. Any change in such a function will then be a jump
discontinuity.

0 0 i included in the cycle)
0 O°
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Examples
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CLOCK
PULSES

GATE

q

D.C.
LEVEL

The elements of our algebra are such Boolean functions of time.

We define four operations on such functions: ways of compounding
from x(t) and y(t) new Boolean functions. For conciseness we shall omit

x! tf is
an abbreviation for "x'(t)", and ty + y" abbreviates "x(t + y(t)".
the time variable in the following table 3 in which, for example 3

tt

Under "Graph" we show the out +t waveform
when the inputs (t} nd y(t
Name "Table {One Physical Block Diagram Graph

Realization

And; xy x 3
000

Logical 010
Product lil

+

Or; xy xty
100 0

Logical o11 X*y]
1041

Sum 111 v

Symmetric 11 1 0
Difference y

ot; x xol
x x! x INV xComplement

100

Partial x y Proposal:
Sum; 00 0 See
Cyclic o1i1 P. 4
Sum; 101 x x
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Since there are a finite mmher of different ways of assigning
0 and 1 as values to n variables, it will always be possible to completely
describe any Boolean function by a table as we have done for the four above.

For n inputs there are 227 Boolean functions, any one of which
might be realized electronically in some simple way. The algebra is neutral
on this issue: new physical realizations of functions which previously had.
to be built up out of others heve algebraic representations waiting for them
and can be integrated, without changing the algebra, into the data of the
design problem.

fo proceed with the formaliams there ere 2° ways of assigning
one of the two values, 0, 1, to each of n variables. Then it is practical
to check any presumed theorem of our algebra by substituting (in tabular
form) each possible combination of values for the variables on each side
of the equation. Thus we can prove that the cyclic sum, , is represented
by this combination of gates, mixers and inverters:

x@y = (xey!) + (x!. y)
000 001 100

000
110
1 0 1

1112
121 000

100 0 001

definition

1 1
111.

for all
dentical

Note that once the 4 peira of values of x, y are listed, the values of
x and y' are determined, and from these, and xy! + x'y.

By the same tabular method each of the following theorems of
the algebra can be provede Again, for conciseness, we have omitted time
variables»

Law of Double Negation: (x')! = Xe 2 2

Dual Theorems (The result ef interchanging and in anand

expression ig the complement of that expression. The result of that inter-
hange in a theorem ia another theorem. )
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For Products For Sums

No Powers No Numerical
+

xx =
oT x

Multiply by a constant as
in arithmetic:

Addition of a constants

Ox= 0. Low 0 ltx= 1GT

® T x1.x = O+xs x LOW
x

%

XeXt = 0 x + = 1

FF
FF

Associative and Commutative Laws: Ignore grouping and order

in pure products 'in pure sumg

x(yz) (xy) *xyz x+(y+e)* (x+y) +s" xty+z
xy * yx

Pe Morgan's Theorem: (x + y)! = xty! (xy)! = xt + y'

Digtributive Layg

Multiply throwgh® ent, Unlike vou may also
"add through" a products

ely +a) = opt me, x + (yen),= (x+y)e(x+ 5),

x

ag ip prithnetios

y %
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A very handy simplifications = x+y

GT

FFFF

Theorems of more purely theoretical interest:

Expansion of 'I!
I is the sum of all
22 possible products
of n variables and = xy + xty + xy! + xty!

x +x!

their primes.
xyz + x'yz + xy's + xtytz + xyz! + xtyz'txy'z z*

+ (14 terms) ovvect xty'z'w'

Each function of n variables can be represented by dropping some of the
terms of the above sum:

f(x) = (1)x + (0)x!

(xyy) = (1,1)xy + (0,1)xty + (1,0)zy! + (0,0)x'y"

f(xyyye) = (1,1,1)xys + + (0,1,0)xtyz! + + (0,0,0)x ty! 2?

ete.

Note the relation between zeros in the argument places and primes on the
corresponding variables.

This last theorem is of special importance since it allows us to write
an algebraic expression for a function directly from its table:

x f(x,y) The table is an abbreviation of 4 statements:

1
0 1 0

111

1 (1,0 11
(0,0 11

f(x,y) = (1,2)xy + (0,2)xty + (1,0)xy* + (0,0)x*y*
= lexy + Oxty + l.xy' +
= xy + 0 + xy' + xty?
xy + xy' + xty'
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A further example

x y (x,y,z)
1 1 1 0

1 1
1 1 1

g(xyy5z) = xy's + xyz! + xty's?0 1 0
1 1 0 1

1 0
1 0 0

1

As an exercise, note that in the first exemple, f(x,y) can be further
simplified to x+y". (Factor, and use the theorems a + a' = 1;

a; +atbe +b)

3.0 APPLIGATION.T0 PASSIVE NETWORKS

We may. now illustrate the technique of reducing networks which
do not contain memory elements. It is assumed that all pulses occur at
the same time, so the time variable will be dropped.

l.a

"Example of translation of equations into block diagram

x= abt at Here regard a and b as inputs, x, y and z
ag outputs and assume that a and b are

y = (atb*)t + obtained from FF's so that both a, b and
a' and bi are available.

at (ab)=.

a

3

GT INV
INV

GT INV
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Simplification: This design contains redundancies in the sense thet fewer
gates and inverters may be used to get the same outputs for each inputs

Sincex+x'y=xty
x2 at +b

By De Morgan's theorem

y= a +b

z= +at+pr=1 + 4pre
Thus z is simply a point-which is permanently at, say, high voltage.

This gives as a simpler equivalent block design

Example of translation of block diagram into symbols:

We may analyze the circuit following and simplify it by first
translating it into equations:

aa

Oy

a's6T 6T GT INV x=
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Now we simplify: aa' = 0 and 0.b= 0. Then the aa'b term vanishes.
a +a'tb=atb. Hence x= b! (a + b) ". By De Morgan's theorem,

x= b+ (a +b)" and by another application
x=b + atb!

Simplified block diagram:

a
GT

4

A further simplification, which will eliminate the gate, is left as an
exercise.

Translation of tables into equations

It is desired to construct a circuit with the properties given
by the table:

a b e

1 1 1 0
0 1 0
1 1 1

1
1 1

1
1 1

0 O 0

which tells, for each possible triad of input values, the desired output.

We find the desired x = f(a,b,c) as a sum of the products assoc-
iated with the 1's in the table.

x= able + abfc! = ab! (ce + ct) ab! (1) = ab!

Then c is superfluous:
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The devices indicated above have their enelogies in the methods
of Aiken and Shannon. However, the treatment of flip-flops in the next
section is new, and represents a radical advance over other methods.

4-0 THE FLIP-FLOP EQUATIONS

At this point it becomes necessary to explicitly indicate the

(or whatever) at the same point in the machine T seconds later.

de on time of the variablesendence
represent voltage (or

in our discussion. Expressions like
current or whatever physical quantity is

oint in the machineused as the realization of our 0 and 1) at t c ar
at time t- If 'A(t)' is such an expreasion t+T will be the voltage

For definiteness, let us assume we are dealing with a clocked
machine, i.e., a machine in which any changes in state of the FF's must
occur at discrete times, the times at which the clock pulses occur. Call
'the period of the clock T.

We shall analyze, under the name 'flip-flop' an Eccles-Jordan
multivibrator with 2 inputs, a clear and a set. with a cross-over circuit
such that when both inputs are 'on! simultaneously, triggering action
oceurs and the FF is complemented. This is somewhat different (superfic-
Jelly) from the WWI sort of FF which is provided with 3 inputs, no 2 of

is simple, once the equation for the present type is established.
which may be 'on' at once. However the transformation to the W variety

We know that the state of the YF after the have been
sed depends only on (1) which input has been pulsed (has value I) and

2) the state of the FF at the time the input was pulsed: A(t#t)= a(t) a(t) ,a(+)]
For example, if neither input ig pulsed, i.e., if ,a(t) = a(t) = 0, then
the FF state doesn't change: A(t +1) = a(t). If only the clear side

of what it was before: A(t +T) = 0. And if the FF is complemented by
pulsing both inputs (,a(t) = a(t) = I) then A(t + 7) = at(t). These

characteristics of the FF may be summarized by the following table.

the state of the F goes to 0 regardlessis pulsed (t) 1, a(t)

A(t + 7) a(t) a(t) b(+) Explanation

2 1 Complement
0 Set

0 ear
0 0 1 No change

1 0 Complement
1 Set

1 0 Clear
0 0 Nochange
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This table determines A(t + T) as a function of the inputs and the state
at time t. To get an equation for the FF we represent the table in the
form

A(t +t) = ffca(t),a(t),a(t)] =

(1,1,1),a(tja(tja(t) + (0,0,0),a' (tat (t)a' (t),
that is, as a sum of those products which correspond to the 'l's under "A(t + tT)

A(t +7) = gat(t)a(t)a(t) + pat(tiar(t)a(t) + altja(t)a'(t) + (t)a(t)a' (+)
Factoring ",a'(t)a(t)" from the lat 2 terms and "a(t)A'(t)" from the 2nd 2 terms:

@eee +

A(t +1) = gat(t)a(t) fa(t) + at(t)] + a(t)at(t) [pa(t) + oa" (t)]
and since x + x! = I and

A(t + T) = (t)a(t) + a(t)at (t)O

This is the flip-flop equation, which describes the action of a FF the way
x(t) @y(t) = x(t)y' (t) + x! (thy(+) describes the action of a partial sum
circuit. Here, however, we deal essentially with a difference in time (it
is this fact which made the analysis of the FF come later than that of
"instantaneous" networks in Boolean algebra).

Now the problem of designing a circuit using flip-flops is simply
that of connecting the proper network onto the two inputs. That is, if we
know ,a(t) and a(t) aa functions of the ultimate inputs to the circuit we
can draw block diagrams for the inputs to the flip-flops and hence have the
circuit.
Illustrations of Circuit Design via Flip-Flop Equations

f Stage Binary Counter

(This example is chosen because the reault is familiar. In the

difficult problem.) We wish the counter to be cyclic, i.e., the successive
states of the flip-flop are as shown. The flip-flop will progress from
each state to the next after a count command (P(t)).

xt example we illustrate the use of this method in analyzing a more

Ay Aa
FF2

0
1

1
1
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Apparently we need to clear FFl in only one case: when Aj and Ao are both
1 and there is a count pulse.

082 (t) Az (t)ao(t)P(t)
in other cases where A; = 0 the previous state was also 0, so no pulse ig

Thus

required to maintain the state. Note that we are designing in terms of the
changes in state of the flip-flops, and not in terms of the states themselves.

We must get A, when A, = 0, 42 = 1 and there is a count pulse:

(t) = A}(ta, (t)P(t)
Similarly for Ao:

Clears ag(t) = Af (t)Ag(t)P(t) + Ay(t)A5(+)P(t)
i.e., we wish to clear Ap when either of these two conditions exist:

A] * 0, Ag = 1, pulse

Ay = 1, Ap = 1, pulse

Now we can factors A{(t)Ao(t)P(t) + Ay(tA,(t)P(t)
= A! (t) +A [2] a,(t)P(t)1 1

e a(t) = Aa(t)P (+)

Thus we wish to clear Ao on the next pulse whenever it holds a 1, a fact
which might have been read directly from the table (regardless of what is
in the left hand column, the successor of any under "Ao! is a 0).

Finally, to set Ao:

ag(t) =
[ay (tray (t)

+ ay (t)ag(t)] PC)

[aie + ay (4)] ay(4)P(t)
= Ab(t)P(t)

which means that Ag is to be set on the next pulse whenever it holds a

'Q' regardlesa of what A) holds. This also might have been seen from the
table.
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We now have, for the equations forthe changes to the grids of
the flip-flop, the following (abbreviated by.dropping the

oy "Agar
70 *

:

(from the. third): end ditto in the seconds
These may be replacing in the firat: equation by ',a9'

=

a, * Aj 682

of2 * A

ao * A!

'Thus we have eliminated several gates. The block diagram ie mnfamiliar
because of the use of two-input flip-flops.

Ay A,
a, a Qe

6T
T

P

Using only the trigger inputs of flip-flops resulta ina simpler cirouits

Here 52 a= The flip-flop equation becomes

a(t tt) ca(t)a'(t) + gat (t)a(t) .a(t) Oa(t)
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Returning to the table, Ay should be complemented whenever Ao = 1

81 AgP

and for Ag: = P (complemented on every pulse)

The Block Diagra

A; Ay
:

Note that the delay necessary ao that Ag will change after P has tried
to pass the gate is assumed to exist in the FF. This was implicit in our
original FF equation.

We now indicate, without much comment, the solution of the less
familiar problem proposed in. the introduetion. We shall use only the com-
plement input to the flip-flops (except for reading in numbers, a simple
process which we won't include in the problem). The counter" changes
state when it receives @ command pulse, P(t).

Ay AQ As

1 1 0 a(t) * ca @a
0 1 1

g (abbreviated form of the full equation:1 1
0 0 :

0 1 A(t + 2) = galt)@a(t))0
001 :

0 We are concerned only with the changes1

1 1 1 gn th «states of the flip-flops.
11

1 26
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For ays a) 7

For A 482
=

(AIAJAS
+
AJADAS

+ +
AjADA,)P

=
2 (as + Ag) +

Ap(AtAS + A A

For A3t 983
=

(AzApAS + AjAaAs + AASAS + AJASAZ)P

In order to simplify the block diagram for this counter, let us
assume that we have available a "package" realization of x@y.

+ + + AAD)?
+ a3) +

(As + AS)
:

eca,
=

(Asay
+ AIA )P21

2

ALA! 1

c + P1

[Ardy (ap
+ 4p) + AfAg(4g + 3)P

++

ay = A3
+ AjAn)P as before1

+ @ay)'] P

083
= (A,@ A3)P

We may now (assuming that inverters are cheap) use the same circuit for
A,@ A3 in the second and third equations.

+>

ST

:

fae

Qa

GT

NV
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(A; directly
In case inverters are more expensive than gates, we might synthesize

A,

A
As (a,® As)GT

As

[Note that this is the dual of the circuit for@: we interchanged gates (.)
and mixers (+)1.

As a final example of the use of the elgebra in synthesizing
circuits we shall design an adder.

Let Ay and By be the digits to be added in stage #1, and let
the carry into this stage be Cy. Then the cerry out will be C44, and the

@ well known table governa the action of the stage:

(t) Ag(t + T)Ay (+) By(t) 04 (t)
1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 0
i 1 1

1 1
1 1 0 1

1 0 1
1 1

0

Note that we require the carry to be instantaneous: there is to be no
cumulative delay from stage to stages Also note that the sum is to be
stored in Ay. This time our table does not represent the successive states
of a counter! We are interested in successive states of Ay. 'these are
indicated row by row by looking first.at column one and then at the parallel
entry in the last column. Use complementable FF: (we wish to complement
in cases 3) 4) 55.6). Note thet these are just the cases in which By(t) =

:

(t), 1.004 B, (+) 6, (+) 1
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= (+) @ P(t) have introd ed the add
command: P(t).284 P(t)

Now we need to know how to get Caz, (t) as a function of the three parameters
on the left. Apparently

Catz =
(AyByCy + AJBYCs + A,BJC, + A,B,C1)P

which can be factored:

or in unabbreviated forms

C443 (t) =
[Ba (t)04 (t) + (By (+) @04(t))ay(t) P(t)

Bacs + (By ® 6,)A4|PA

Note that because of the delay presumed inherent in the flip-flop C447will depend on the original A(t), before complementing.

Further reduction: Since By(t) ®c,(t) appears in both equations:

ota (t) =
[By (t) ® Cy (t)] P(t)

Coy (t) = By (tO,(t)P(t) + (tay(t)
Now Cy (t) is a result of gating various inputs from previous stages with
the command pulse, P(t). Therefore, we need not multiply it again by P(t):

cai (t) = By(t)P(t) @ y(t)
Chay (t) = By(t)Cq(t) + p04 (t)Ag (+t)

Block Diagram

a
Chay

Ci

ST

P
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5-0 DELAY ELEMENTS

To illustrate our method of treating delay elements, considerthe following device for realizing x@y on the trigger input to a flip-flop.

O

+ x(tx(t) DE y(t)
x(t=$)

It has already been noted that the realization of ® with ordinary electronic
components requires two gates, two inverters (unless the complements of the
inputs are also available) and a mixer; it is advantageous to trade for allthis a delay element and a single mixer. The action of the second circuitis simple: if x and y both occur, the flip-flop is complemented twice,
resulting in no change, whereas if one but not the other occurs it is com-
plemented only once.

We can easily derive the equivalence of the two circuits in our
formalism, but we have as yet no mechanical way of determining where it
would be judicious to introduce delays. In this respect our treatment of
delays parallels that of flip-flops: the introduction of both flip-flops
and delays is a problem of planning. The design problem takes those ele-
ments as data together with their operation cycle, and asks for the most
economical connecting network which meets the "boundary conditions".
(The analogy between flip-flops and delay elements has as its theoretical
basis the fact that any delay element can be represented as a flip-flop
gated with a clock of appropriate frequency and phase.)

660 OTHER PROBLEMS AND APPLICATIONS

Magnetic Devices

Ceramic and ferromagnetic cores act as memory devices in such a
way that there is generally no continuous signal output indicating that the
core holds a '0' or a 'l'. It has already been proposed that such devices
be interpreted as flip-flops with built-in gates.

The main apparent difficulty in applying this algebra to magnetic
devices is that from a 2 state core, three outputs are possible: a pulse
of "+" polarity, a pulse of "=" polarity and no pulse. We wish, if possible,
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to avoid going over to a three-valued algebra for the analysis of these
devices, first because of the complexity of such a formalism, and second
because the cores are themselves devices which have only two states of
magnetization in current applications.

It would be easy enough to resort to some such device as lumping
together two of the three outputs from a core for the purposes of analysis;
but it remains to be seen whether such a device will result in a theory
which ignores important logical possibilities 1n circuits using magnetic
cores. For further remarks, see Appendix III.
Probability in the Boolean Machine

When a computer is interpreted as a physical realization of a
set of Boolean equations it becomes possible to apply probability theory
in such a way that we obtain information about the density of information
in critical registers. The application to input-output problems (buffer
storage, etc.) is apparent. (See articles by Reed in Bibliography. )

Gombinatorial Probleme; Planning vs. Design

We have shown a method whereby, given the desired cycle, a logic-
ally optimum counter may be designed (relative to existing "packaged" reali-

Rather, we have suggested that the theory, in reducing the actual design
to a routine process, leads the designer more quickly to that crucial ques-
tion. N flip-flops are capable of 2 different configurations, and there
are 220 different "counting" cycles which might be obtained. The optimum
electronic realizations of these are not all of the same complexity; and
often, in a particular application (say where arbitrary meanings are assigned
to the various stages of the count) any one of a number of these cycles would
be equally useful. The problem is then not: "What, for the given cycle, is
the optimal realization?", but rather, "Comparing a number of usable cycles
and their optimal realizations, which of these is optimum? (which of a
number of relative minima is least?)

gations of logical functions) But this
the problem: what is the at desirable cycle for a given application?

theory sheds no direct light on

We might call such decisions combinatorial rather than logical.
The algebra, as developed here, provides no complete solutions to such
problems. However, it appears that the problem may be soluble by further
analysis. (One possibility is this: formulate a set of fully mechanical
rules for deciding between two circuits on grounds of relative complexity
in terms of available components; then program a computer to work out all
optimal designs (relativeminima) and decide between them as to the absolute
minimum. )

In general, the broader questions of computer planning are illun-
inated but not solved by the present theory. It is entirely possible that
further theoretical development, incorporating combinatory, statistical and
information-theoretic elements with the present theory may lead to mathe-
matical treatment of the broader questions concerning the organization of
computing machinery.
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The present theory gives something like the following general
picture of digital computers. Any particular analog computer may be re-
garded as a physical realization or analyzer of a set of differential
equations. Similarly we may regard any digital computer, general purpose
or otherwise, as a physical realization or analyzer of a set of Boolean
difference equations.

The equations analyzed by a machine may be studied in a perfectly
abstract way (this has not been done here) just as the machine may be studied
as a physical entity. Then two points of view are possible:

(1) The Boolean difference equations describe the working of the
machine.

(2) The machine realizes or analyzes the equations.

It is the validity of the second point of view which motivates
the building of any machine.

History of this Theorv and Relation to Other Theories

The English mathematician, George Boole, presented, in 1847, the
first workable but cumbersome predecessor of the present sort of formalism.
He was interested in its interpretation as an algebra of logic and of proba-
bility, and it was the application to logic which inspired the investigations
of his successors, W. S. Jevona, C. S. Peirce, E. Schroeder and others in
increasing the power and simplicity of the algebra.

One logical interpretation of the present algebra is this: let
the variables (dropping the time arguments altogether) represent sentences
such as "352", "355" and "Water boils at 100°C". The two values 0 and I
are interpreted respectively as falsity and truth, so that 3>2 = I but

4s true only when both x and y are true: (3>5).(3>2)= 0. x+y is
x and/or y (briefly: x or y), which is true if x is true or y is true or
both are true: (3>5) + (3>2) =I. Similar interpretations may be found
for the other Boolean functions, and it will be seen that, on this inter-
pretation, the theorems of the system are those laws of logic which apply
to propositions and their combinations.

x ) "i+ is not the case that x" or briefly3>5 -0. 4e the sentence which is true when tx is false, and vice

ty, y" is the sentence "x and y"s whichversa? (the ontradicto of
"not x". Therefore, (3>5)' = I.

When we drop the assumption that the variables may have only
the two values 0 and I there results a formalism which has as one of its
interpretations a logic of classes containing the classical theory of
syllogisms.

It was, as far as we know, Claude Shannon who, in 1938, first
published an interpretation under which the algebra becomes a theory of
relay and switching circuits. Shannon's interpretation led the way to an
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application of the algebra to static information-processing networks of
all kinds, including those used in present-day electronic digital computers.
However, Shannon's theory took no account of the dependence on time of the
states of a computer. Therefore, while it led to an analysis of networks
of gates, mixers, inverters and the rest, it did not permit an analysis of
flip-flops. That theory was no substantial help in designing counters,
adders and so on.

After Shannon, the principal development of algebraic methods
in this field came from Burkhart, Kalin and Aiken of the Harvard Computation
Laboratory. In the form in which it was published in 1951, their algebra
(which shared with Shannon's a lack of adequate means for representing time
variables) was an arithmetic of 0 and I.

Boolean Algebra Aiken's Formulation

x! lex
xy xy

x+y

(+ and . have the meanings (+ and . have their ordinary
used in this text) arithmetical meanings)

xty- xy

Superficially, the Aiken algebra is easier to use than Boolean
algebra, since it is merely ordinary arithmetic restricted to 0 and I.
However, for every new law which one must learn in order to use Boolean
algebra, one must learn an arithmetical trick to use the Aiken algebra.
Consider, for example, the transformation which in Boolean algebra is accom-
plished by De Morgan's theorem:

(xy)! = + y'
In Aiken's algebra it becomes necessary to delicately introduce 1's and

parentheses in order to go from 1 - xy (our "(xy)'") to (lex) + (ley) -

to handle as Boolean algebra. Furthermore, it has the disadvantage that

either 0 or 1, yet such expressions often contain parts which are neither.
0 nor 1, and hence meaningless. Thus xyz i, but

part of it, x + y, is 2, which is meaningleas in the interpretation. We

have examined this matter here in some detail in order to justify our use
of a simple but unfamiliar formalism rather than ae familiar but unexpect-
edly complicated one.

lex)(1-y) (Our "x! + y'"). Then Aiken's arithmetic is at least as hard

while an entire expression such as 'x+y 'x + y') is always(our
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The present theory, with its use of time variables throughout,is the work of Irving S. Reed. To our knowledge it is the first analysisof computing machines powerful enough to provide a general method for syn-
thesizing flip-flop circuits such as accumulators by straightforward cal-
culation. Furthermore, by designing not in terms of the sequence of states
of the flip-flops, but rather in terms of the changes in their states,
are led directly to a minimal design, without the use of such cumbersome
devices as "minimization charts".

It should be stressed that the present report is an account of
the most direct and easily used practical outcomes of the theory. For a
rigorous mathematical account of the theory the reader is referred to the
papers by Reed in the Bibliography. The introduction of time variables
makes possible an extension of Boolean algebra into analysis. The theorete
ical background of the results presented here is an analogue of the calculus
and theory of ordinary differential equations, based, not on ordinary arith-
metic, but rather on Boolean algebra.

These methods were used, in a restricted form, in the design of
the MADDIDA and CADAC computers, beginning in the winter of 1947. One of
the results of the theoretical studies has been that the present method
is applicable to pulse circuits in general, and not only to computers using
a special sort of clock waveform.

RQ cer)SIGNED
S. Reed

Richard C. Je fréy

APPROVED MET
Norman H. Taylor

ISR/RCS cp
Appendix I, Page 23
Appendix II, Page 27
Appendix III, Page 29
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APPENDIX I

Summary

x y x+y xy x@y x Ly xly
0 1 1. 0 0 0Oji 1 1 0 1

1j oO 00 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1

There are 22" distinct functions of n variables, some of which are repeti-tions of functions of n= 1, n = 2, 1, 0 variables. E.g., x! appears
above as a function of two variables (its value is defined for all 4 values
of x, y; but since 1t is actually definable in terms of x alone, it is
really a function of 1 variable). The two functions of 0 variables are
0 and I.

There are an infinite number of functions in terms of which all
| . For example:

x\x = x!

(xly)|(xly) = xy

functions can be defined. The two such functions of 2 variables are and

It follows that all other functions are definable in terms of | » since all
functions are definable in terms of not and and:

x+y (xty')!
x@y = xy' + xly
etc.

Physical Realizations of Functions:

(The list is not complete) (In the magnetic circuits current in the indi-
cated directions representa 1; no current represents 0; diodes might be
necessary to prevent back flow and for clamping. )
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Complement +

(Bias and voltage dividing
network are such that when
the grid goes positive, the
x! point goes down to zero. )

Sum

All circuits may be used
with n inputs; shown here
with n= 2.

(Pc.LEVELS)

Provides Amplification;
output pulse is inverted.

Page 24

Product

For n inputs:
Xn

+ x

For 2 inputs; gives amplification:
output pulse is inverted.

}}--xy [purses]

xy [pc cevera]

For n inputs (shown with ne2):+

BIAS
H

x+y

Ke x

X+y
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Partial Sum

you can ignore the polarity of the output and depend on the
coincidence in time, duration, amplitude and Shape of X and Y

yy

Otherwise

Black Box #1 Black Box #2

(If the variables and also (If the variables,
their primes are availeble. ) primes, are avail

yo

2
y

bu
ble.

I

INV

oT

INV:

:

It follows from the statements on the previous page that, given realiza-
tions of not and and, black box realizations of. all other functions can

can be constructed.
be constructed. And given realizations of} or { all needed black boxes

"t
A

a(t +€) = alt) @a(t)

Triggere when both inputs
are pulsed. at once.

ttFlip-Flops a A

a(t +6) a(t)at (t) + ga'(t)a(t)
(Reduces to the first ;
when a * of)
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Magnetic
Memory Core

ot(t)+-
R(t)

oa (t) a(t) A(t) A(t +E) R(t)
1 2 1

a(t) 1

1
currents as shown
represent 1. No
current represents 0. 0

Value of Arf = 1,9 = 0

A(t +€) = [oat (t) + a(t) A(t) + [ oat (t) a(t) A(t)
R(t) = oa(tja' (t)a(t)

This can be set and cleared; read out by clearing (if the core held a 1
there will be a pulse out). However it won't trigger as shown, and the
readout is a single pulse, rather than a D-C level.
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APPENDIX JI
Some Theorens of Boolean Algebra

Ignore order and grouping in pure sums and pure products.

"Multiply through" and factor as in ordinary algebra, and: "add
through" a product.

a(b + c) = ab + ac

a + (bec) = (a +b). (a +c)

O+x=x Ox= 0 xtx2x x+x 1

1.x = x x x x 0

Expansion of a Function

(xyy52) = (0,0,0)xty'z' + (1,0,0)xy'z! + + (1,1,1)xyz

=[(0,0,0)
+ xtyta[(1,0,0) + x! @eoe® [(2,2,1) + x!

In particular, for the constant function (x,y,2) = I for all x,y,z, we get

+y+z

I= xtytg! + xytg! +.... + xyz (all & terms are present)

and for the constant f(x,y,z) = 0 we get

0 = (xtytz) » (x!+y+z) (x'ty'+z') (all 8 factors are present)

Pe Morgan's Law: (xy)' = x' ty! ; (xty)! = xty!

Elimination of a factors x+x'y=xty
Theorems relating to® :

x@(y@z)= (x®@y)Oz= x@y@s
x®y=yOx
x®y= xy! + x'y
xty? x@yOx
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(x@y)' = x! Oy = x@y!
[tx ®y)' 48 an interesting function: it 1s 1 exactly when x and yhave the same value]
x(y®s) = xy Oxz

If x@y = 2 x= y®z (Permits solution of equations)
x@I= x!

For a more complete list of theorems, see works of Couturat and
Whitehead listed in Bibliography.

Any expression can be put in the form

Ax + Bx!

ogo, the equation for the FF with 2 inputs is in that forn..

To complement such an expression it is sufficient to complement
the "coefficients":

(Ax + Bx')! atx + Bix!

x®x=
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Core Analysis with 3 Valued Logic

a(t) = +1 has same effect

as a(t) = 41

R is wound so that when
the state of the core is
moving toward 1, R 1, i.e,
[R(t) < alt +6)
[R(t) = Oe [a (+) = a(t +€)]
[Rit) = ) > a(t +

"<5" means if and only if

a
R

D

State of the core

0= no
magnetization.

Currents in the windings are
positive as shown by arrows.
Opposite current: No 10.

The rules of 3 valued algebra are more cumbersome than those of the present
theory. :

Note that cores require a 3 valued analysis only to the same extent that
vacuum tube circuits do. In vacuum tube circuits, too, there are three
possible inputs and outputs: positive, negative and zero pulses. In trying
to account for such circuits in terms of 0 and 1 alone, we are somewhat

farther from reality than when we use =l, and 1. But the three valued
analysis is itself a high-order abstract4on from the real situation with
its continuum of infinitely many valuese
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The point is that we pay for the additional simplicity of each
higher order of abstraction in faithfulness of the reaulting black-and-
white picture of the real situation.

We believe that a 3 valued analysis would be of use, but the
use would be a better evaluation of the limitations of the two valued
approach. There may exist combinations of elements whose utility depends
on the polarities of the pulses involved. Such designs could be "cranked
out" of a 3 valued analysis. But it may be that, having recognized then,
they can be introduced into the two valued analysis by special devices.
One such device is translating a single pulse-train.

POS.
into twos

NEG.
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